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ABSTRACT 
 
Coupled soil heat and water processes are critical for terrestrial life at all scales. Yet detailed 
understanding of these processes is limited. Inability to measure fine-scale, transient, one-
dimensional (1-D) heat and water redistribution encumbers laboratory and field experiments 
and restricts testing of theory. The impetus for this work is to strengthen understanding of 
soil heat and water processes through improved measurement. Objectives were to 1) Develop 
closed soil cells with 1-D, non-isothermal conditions; 2) Measure soil temperature, water 
content, and thermal conductivity distributions under transient, 1-D conditions; 3) Test 
diffusion-based coupled heat and water transfer theory; and 4) Measure in situ soil water 
evaporation under dynamic field conditions. Soil-insulated, closed soil cells were developed 
to achieve 1-D conditions. These cells provided a 1:0.02 ratio between intended axial and 
unintended radial temperature gradients. The cells were instrumented with thermo-TDR 
sensors to measure transient temperature, water content, and thermal conductivity for two 
soils (sand and silt loam), two initial moistures, and ten boundary temperature gradients. 
Thermo-TDR water content measurements provided root mean square error (RMSE) < 0.02 
m3 m-3 versus gravimetric measurements. Co-located inflection points in temperature, water 
content, and thermal conductivity distributions indicated heat and water redistribution 
consistent with coupled transfer. These data were used to calibrate and test transfer theory. 
Adjustment of calculated vapor and liquid fluxes via the vapor enhancement factor and 
saturated hydraulic conductivity, respectively, reduced RMSE by an average of 36% for 
water content and temperature. Predictions from calibrated theory agreed with measurement 
when boundary and initial conditions changed gradually, but showed more disparity for 
v 
drastic changes in boundary temperature conditions. In the field, a measurement-based soil 
heat balance was used to track the transient evaporation zone within the soil. Heat-pulse 
sensors measured soil temperature and thermal properties under bare surface conditions 
during multiple natural wetting/drying cycles. The heat-balance approach revealed the 
diurnal and inter-diurnal pattern of in situ soil water evaporation. Comparison of the heat 
balance approach to independent evaporation estimates gave RMSE of 0.11 mm d-1. Overall, 
the experiments demonstrated the utility of improved measurement for describing coupled 
soil heat and water processes. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
 It has long been recognized that that there is connection between soil heat and water 
transfer (e.g., Humphreys, 1907; Bouyoucos, 1915). This is illustrated in a typical diurnal 
temperature and moisture cycle. Soil is heated each day by radiation from the sun. 
Temperature gradients develop and shift with warming of the soil from the surface 
downward. These gradients are influenced by water content-dependent soil thermal 
properties and water redistribution transfers heat. Conversely, temperature affects properties 
of the soil water and temperature gradients drive water fluxes. As the soil surface warms, soil 
water is vaporized, thereby partitioning sensible heat to the latent heat flux, decreasing soil 
water content and soil water potential. This water potential gradient drives liquid water 
redistribution toward the surface from below throughout the day. As the sun sets and the soil 
cools, temperature gradients shift direction and water vapor condenses, again affecting the 
partitioning of heat. Through these and other mechanisms, soil heat and water transfer are 
dynamically coupled. 
Coupled soil heat and water transfer carries broad implications for all terrestrial life. 
Soil temperature and moisture regimes have impact on ecosystem functions ranging from 
microbial cycling of carbon and nitrogen (Agehara and Warncke, 2005; Shaver et al., 2006; 
Wennman and Katterer, 2006) to water storage for sustenance of higher plants and animals 
(Parker and Witkowski, 1999; Lauenroth and Bradford, 2006). In dry regions, coupled soil 
heat and moisture dynamics have led to the rise and fall of civilizations through processes 
such as salinization (Hillel, 1991). In current agronomic systems, management of soil water 
and temperature is of key importance to the proper germination and growth of plants. Soil 
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heat and water transfer are also important to large scale land-atmosphere water and energy 
exchange. Soil is the interface between land and atmosphere, thereby affecting the surface 
energy balance and driving climate dynamics (Shukla and Mintz, 1982; D’Odorico et al., 
2004).  In fact, soil heat and water dynamics remain so central to understanding the potential 
for life that the 2007 Phoenix Mars Mission will include devices specifically designed to 
measure soil temperature, thermal properties, and water content (University of Arizona, 
2007).  
Even with such far-reaching efforts, we struggle with direct measurement and 
quantification of coupled heat and water processes occurring within terrestrial soil. 
Diffusion-based theory owing roots to Philip and de Vries (1957) has long been used to 
describe coupled soil heat and water transfer. Yet, measurements continue to indicate that 
this theory may not capture the appropriate transfer mechanisms (e.g., Wescott and 
Wierenga, 1974; Cahill and Parlange, 1998). Several limitations have greatly hindered 
advances in understanding. In the laboratory, inability to provide one-dimensional 
temperature control prevents accurate measurement of heat and water interactions. 
Experiments are encumbered by ambient temperature conditions that limit testing of imposed 
temperature gradients on coupled transfer (Prunty and Horton, 1994). A second limitation has 
been inability to measure fine-scale, transient soil water content and thermal properties. 
Instead, laboratory experiments have used destructive sampling to determine soil water 
content. This relegates these experiments to model calibration for a particular condition, 
rather than the calibration and testing required for assessing the importance of various heat 
and water transfer mechanisms. This constraint is even more severe in the field, where 
transient conditions are of ultimate interest. Without fine-scale measurements of transient soil 
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properties, field experiments often include data sets too limited to provide conclusions about 
heat and water transfer processes unless the investigators rely on untested theory (e.g., 
Parlange et al., 1998). There remains need for further development of measurement 
approaches for coupled heat and water transfer. The impetus for this work is to strengthen 
understanding of coupled soil heat and water processes through improved measurement 
techniques. 
 
DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION AND OBJECTIVES 
Chapters 2-5 of this dissertation have been prepared in a format publishable in a 
scientific journal. The overlying objective for this work is to develop measurement 
approaches that elucidate soil heat and water transfer processes.  
For Chapter 2, the specific objective is to permit improved comparison of coupled 
temperature and water content distributions through development of a closed soil cell with 
one-dimensional, non-isothermal conditions. The hypothesis was that ambient temperature 
interference could be reduced by insulating the measurement control volume with a 
concentric layer of identical soil material.  
The study constituting Chapter 3 makes use of the cell developed in the previous 
chapter together with thermo-time domain reflectometry sensors. The objective is to measure 
coupled soil temperature, water content, and thermal conductivity distributions under 
transient, one-dimensional boundary temperature conditions. The hypothesis was that 
transient temperature, water content, and thermal conductivity would demonstrate internally 
consistent one-dimensional distributions from the influence of coupled heat and water 
transfer.  
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For Chapter 4, measurements obtained in the preceding chapter were used with the 
objective of testing coupled heat and water transfer theory under transient boundary 
temperature conditions. The hypothesis was that calibrated, diffusion-based heat and water 
transfer theory could accurately predict transient water content and temperature distributions.  
Chapter 5 extends techniques utilized in the preceding chapters with the objective of 
measurement of soil water evaporation under dynamic field conditions. The hypothesis was 
that a soil heat balance could be used to calculate the quantity of heat used in the 
vaporization of soil water.  
The final chapter, Chapter 6, presents general conclusions for Chapters 2-5. 
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CHAPTER 2. METHOD FOR MAINTAINING ONE-DIMENSIONAL  
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS IN UNSATURATED, CLOSED SOIL CELLS 
 
A paper published in the Soil Science Society of America Journal1
 
J. Zhou2, J. L. Heitman2,3, R. Horton2, T. Ren2, T. E. Ochsner2, L. Prunty2,  
R. P. Ewing2, and T. J. Sauer2
 
ABSTRACT 
One-dimensional temperature gradients are difficult to achieve in non-isothermal laboratory 
studies because, in addition to desired axial temperature gradients, ambient temperature 
interference (ATI) creates a radial temperature distribution.  Our objective is to develop a 
closed soil cell with limited ATI. The cell consists of a smaller soil column, the control 
volume, surrounded by a larger soil column, which provides radial insulation. End boundary 
temperatures are controlled by a new spiral-circulation heat exchanger. Four cell size-
configurations are tested for ATI under varying ambient temperatures. Results indicate that 
cells with a 9-cm inner column diameter, 5-cm concentric soil buffer, and either 10- or 20-cm 
length effectively achieved one-dimensional temperature conditions.  At 30 ºC ambient 
temperature, and with axial temperature gradients as large as 1 ºC cm–1, average steady-state 
                                                 
1 Reprinted with permission of Soil Science Society of America Journal. 2006. 70:1303-1309. 
2 J. Zhou, J. L. Heitman, R. Horton, and R. P. Ewing, Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011; 
T. Ren, College of Resources and Environment, China Agricultural University, Beijing, China 100094; T. E. 
Ochsner, USDA-ARS, St. Paul, MN 55108; L. Prunty, Dep. of Soil Science, North Dakota State Univ., Fargo, 
ND 58105; T. J. Sauer, USDA-ARS National Soil Tilth Lab., Ames, IA 50011. 
3 J.L. Heitman had primary responsibility for data analysis and manuscript preparation. 
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radial temperature gradients in the inner soil columns are < 0.02 ºC cm–1.  Thus, these cell 
configurations meet the goal of maintaining a one-dimensional temperature distribution. 
These cells provide new opportunities for improving the study of coupled heat and water 
movement in soil. 
 
Abbreviations: ATI, ambient temperature interference; F38, 3.8 cm fiberglass insulation; L, 
long; N, narrow; R16, 1.6 cm Reflectix insulation; R48, 4.8 cm Reflectix insulation; S, short; 
TC, thermocouple; W, wide. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Heat and water redistribution in soil are closely linked. Water moves in response to 
thermal gradients, while water redistribution both carries heat and alters soil thermal 
properties. These processes have been studied in the field setting (e.g., Jackson, 1974; Cahill 
and Parlange, 1998), but the complexity of field conditions often demands that fundamental 
work be conducted in a controlled laboratory setting. Theory has been developed to describe 
coupled heat and water movement (e.g., Philip and de Vries, 1957), but mathematical 
complexity usually limits analysis to one dimension. Providing one-dimensional temperature 
conditions in laboratory soil columns remains challenging.  
Prunty and Horton (1994) noted that laboratory studies aimed at one-dimensional 
temperature conditions (e.g., Nassar and Horton, 1989; Bach, 1992) often demonstrated 
evidence of ambient temperature interference (ATI). This interference creates a radial 
temperature distribution, in addition to the axial temperature distribution from imposed 
boundary conditions, thus altering the coupled processes of heat and water movement within 
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the column. The two-dimensional temperature distributions of these studies limit thorough 
analysis and comparison to one-dimensional theory. In response, Prunty and Horton (1994) 
developed closed soil cells to reduce ATI and produce one-dimensional temperature 
distributions. Their cells were small (5-cm length, 2.5-cm ID) and required 8 cm radial 
insulation. They found that with restricted ATI, steady-state axial temperature distributions 
for unsaturated soil cells were concave between boundary temperatures (cf. Prunty, 1992), 
unlike the linear or convex distributions frequently reported in the literature (cf. Nassar and 
Horton, 1989). This concavity comes from the non-linear distribution of thermal properties 
associated with water redistribution in response to thermal gradients (Prunty and Horton, 
1994). 
The cells recommended by Prunty and Horton (1994) reduce ATI, but their small size 
imposes experimental limitations on both separation of boundary temperatures and in situ 
instrumentation needed to study water redistribution. Larger cells have been implemented to 
provide experimental flexibility (Prunty, 2003), but without addressing ATI. To both remove 
size limitations and address ATI, we designed a new type of closed soil cell. We 
hypothesized that we could reduce the effects of ATI by radially insulating the control 
volume soil with an additional concentric layer of the same soil material, exposed to the same 
end boundary conditions. Because water redistribution creates non-uniform thermal 
properties in the soil control volume, static insulation creates a mismatch in the thermal 
properties between control volume soil and insulation. Having a concentric soil layer as the 
insulation allows water redistribution and thus provides a better match in thermal properties 
between insulation and the control volume. Our goal in this design was to develop larger 
cells (greater diameter and length) than those recommended by Prunty and Horton (1994). To 
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test our hypothesis, we evaluated several sizes and configurations of these soil cells for the 
effect of ATI. We also developed a new heat exchanger for end boundary temperature 
control. ATI was evaluated by measuring steady-state axial and radial temperature 
distributions in the new cells under unsaturated conditions. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Soil Cells 
 Laboratory experiments used closed soil cells with controlled boundary temperatures. 
Two cell lengths and two cell diameter-configurations were tested, giving a total of four cell 
designs. Each cell consisted of a smaller soil column contained within a larger soil column 
(Fig. 1). Both inner and outer columns were made from schedule 40 polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC) pipe, cut to the same length. The smaller column was uniformly packed with soil, and 
placed inside the larger column. The outer column was packed with identical soil material to 
provide radial insulation. 
Cell lengths were 10 cm (S, short) and 20 cm (L, long), respectively. The cell 
diameter configurations were wide (W):  20.2 cm outer column diameter, 8.9 cm inner 
column diameter; and narrow (N):  8.9 cm outer column diameter, 5.2 cm inner column 
diameter.  The W and N configurations gave a soil buffer thickness between the inner and 
outer columns of 5.1 and 1.5 cm, respectively. Cell configurations (Table 1) are hereafter 
referred to by their length and width combination, e.g. SW denotes short and wide. 
In an effort to minimize the effects of ATI, additional insulation was placed around 
the outer column for each cell configuration. Two insulation methods were used for each cell 
under each set of experimental temperature conditions (Table 2). The first method consisted 
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of a single layer of fiberglass pipe insulation (Insulation World, Hopewell, VA) with 
thickness of 3.8 cm (hereafter F38). The second method also used F38, around which were 
wrapped layers of Reflectix® bubble insulation (Reflectix Inc., Markleville, IN) with 
nominal thickness of 0.8 cm per layer. Two layers of Reflectix insulation were used for the S 
cells (1.6 cm total thickness of Reflectix insulation, hereafter R16) and six layers were used 
for the L cells (4.8 cm total thickness, hereafter R48). Insulation was fit tightly around the 
cells and held in place with tape. For further comparison, additional runs were made under a 
subset of ambient temperature conditions using no cell insulation for the S cells and F38 + 
R16 for the L cells.  
Temperature Control and Measurement 
 The ends of each cell were sealed with heat exchangers (Fig. 1). The heat exchangers 
consisted of a plexiglas body with an inner channel for water circulation, a thin copper plate 
(0.5-mm thick) for heat exchange with the soil, and an O-ring to provide a seal between the 
heat exchanger and the cell (Fig. 2). The upper body of the heat exchanger was a disc (2.5-
cm thick), with a diameter 7-cm larger than the outer diameter of the soil cells. The lower 
side of the body was shaped with a ball mill to create a spiral channel (6.3-mm inner 
diameter) for water circulation from temperature-controlled water baths (Programmable 
Digital Circulator, Model 9512, PolyScience, Niles, IL) via barbed fittings. Water was 
circulated from the water bath to the center of the spiral channel, and returned from the outer 
edge of the spiral to the water bath. The diameter across the entire width of the spiral loop 
matched the diameter of the soil cells; the circulation path frequency was approximately 1 
path per 0.7 cm. A copper plate was held in place between the soil and the spiral channel by 
the lower body of the heat exchanger, which consisted of a plexiglas ring (2.5-cm thick). The 
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inner diameter of the ring matched the outer diameter of the cell, thus seating the packed 
cells in contact with the copper plate. An O-ring between the outer column and the plexiglas 
ring provided a seal. Threaded rods with wing nuts were used to secure the whole system. 
Two sizes of heat exchangers, identical except in diameter, were used for the four cell 
configurations. 
 Temperature distributions in the cells were measured with copper-constantan (Type 
T) thermocouples (TCs) made from 28-gauge insulated wire. Thermocouple temperatures 
were recorded using a datalogger (model 21X, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT) and two 
multiplexers (model AM16/32, Campbell Sci.). The TCs were installed during column 
packing with leads running through small portals in the walls of the column. After 
installation, the portals were sealed with putty. For all cells, TCs were placed in contact with 
the heat-exchanger discs at both ends of the cell and at 2-cm increments along the length of 
the cell. At each depth increment, TCs were installed radially at the center of the inner 
column and within 1 cm of the outer column wall. For the W diameter cells, a third TC was 
installed within the inner column, within 1 cm of the wall, at each depth increment. 
 The cells and water baths were placed within a growth chamber during experimental 
runs to maintain constant ambient temperature conditions. Ambient temperatures within the 
growth chamber were recorded with an additional TC. 
Experimental Conditions 
 All experimental runs used the same soil material, initial volumetric water content 
(θ), and bulk density (ρb). The soil was collected from the subsurface of an area mapped as 
Hanlon sand (Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludolls; SCS, 1980) 
near Ames, IA. The soil was air-dried, passed through a 2-mm screen, and mixed thoroughly 
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before use. Results from particle-size analysis by the pipette method (Soil Survey Staff, 
1972) showed that the soil was composed of 91.7% sand, 7.2% silt, and 1.1% clay. Organic 
matter content was <1%. Before packing, the soil was wetted to achieve an initial θ of 0.072 
m3 m–3 at a packing ρb of 1.6 Mg m–3. The soil was carefully packed into the cells in 2-cm 
depth increments in an effort to achieve a uniform ρb and to allow placement of the TCs.  
The cells were oriented vertically throughout the experiments. Boundary temperatures 
were constant for each cell throughout the experiments, but ambient temperatures were 
changed in order to assess the effect of ATI (Table 2). For the 20-cm cells (LW and LN), the 
upper and lower boundary temperatures were 35 and 15 ºC, respectively. For the 10-cm cells 
(SW and SN), the upper and lower boundary conditions were 30 and 15 ºC, respectively. 
Ambient temperatures tested included 10, 20, 30, and 40 ºC (depending on cell 
configuration). Each ambient temperature was maintained for 48 h before moving to the next 
warmer temperature. Temperatures within the cells were recorded throughout the 
experiments, but here we focus on steady-state temperatures recorded during the last few 
hours of each 48-h period.  
Cells were disassembled at the end of experimental runs, and soil in both the inner 
and outer columns was sectioned into 2-cm depth increments. These sections were weighed, 
dried at 105 ºC for 24 h, and re-weighed to determine the final θ distribution within the cells. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Performance of the Heat exchangers 
 The heat exchangers used in these experiments differed in design from those typically 
used in column studies. Temperature controlled water baths have been used by others (Bach, 
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1992; Prunty, 1992; Prunty and Horton, 1994), but water is typically circulated through a 
void space, similar in lateral extent to the heat-exchanger plate. Using a void space creates 
uncertainty in the uniformity of imposed boundary temperatures because of the potential for 
incomplete mixing within the void. Circulation of water through a spiral loop eliminates the 
issue of mixing and ensures that temperature-controlled fluid comes into thermal contact with 
the entire surface of the heat-exchanger plate. 
 A preliminary experiment was conducted to test the uniformity of imposed 
temperatures along these new heat exchangers. A single column, identical to the outer 
column of a LW cell, was packed with the Hanlon sand. Five TCs were installed radially at 
each end of the column, in contact with the heat-exchanger plates. The TCs were positioned 
with one at the center of the column, two on opposite sides of the column within 1 cm of the 
wall, and two spaced equally between the center and the column wall. Water bath 
temperatures were maintained at 35 and 15 ºC for for 24 h, and temperatures were recorded 
every 10 min.  
Steady-state radial temperature along the soil and heat-exchanger boundaries were 
achieved within 6 h after changing temperatures from the initial 20 ºC ambient temperature. 
For the remainder of the 24-h period, the coefficient of variation for boundary temperatures 
was < 0.3 and < 1.2 % for the warm and cold ends, respectively. Temperatures showed a 
slight decrease from the center of the column outward (< 0.2 ºC across the 10-cm radius) for 
the warm end and a slight increase from the center of the column outward (< 0.4 ºC across 
the 10-cm radius) for the cool end. This slight radial temperature change was consistent with 
expectations from the design; heat was lost or gained by the heat exchanger fluid along its 
spiral circulation path from the center of the heat exchanger outward. Additional heat loss or 
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gain may have also occurred near the edge of the heat exchanger where there was limited 
insulation from ambient temperature conditions. Temperatures at the two inner positions of 
the heat exchanger, which represented the end boundary conditions of the inner soil column 
in the two-column cell design, differed by an average of  < 0.04 and < 0.06 ºC for the warm 
and cool ends, respectively.  The heat exchangers provided an average axial thermal gradient 
of 1 ºC cm-1 within the soil column.  For the soil boundaries the heat exchangers gave a 
worst-case radial thermal gradient of 0.04 ºC cm-1.  At the inner soil column end boundaries 
the heat exchangers gave a worst-case radial thermal gradient of 0.015 ºC cm-1.  Thus, the 
heat exchangers demonstrated an ability to provide stable and uniform boundary 
temperatures, particularly across their inner 8-cm diameter sections.  
Temperature Distributions with Variable Insulation 
Steady-state temperatures were reached for all cell configurations within 48 h 
following changes in ambient temperature and/or insulation.  The coefficient of variation for 
temperature during the last 6 h of each 48 h period was < 0.3 % for all TC positions. The 
consistency of the axial steady-state temperature profile across insulation methods for a given 
cell was used as a standard to determine the degree of ATI (Prunty and Horton, 1994). 
Comparison of the temperature profiles indicates that the soil buffer alone did not adequately 
limit ATI for all cells (Fig. 3). At 30 °C ambient temperature and F38, the LN cell showed a 
nearly linear temperature profile (Fig. 3A). Increasing the thickness of insulation led to the 
concave temperature profile described by Prunty and Horton (1994). Because the temperature 
distribution continued to change at the maximum insulation thickness tested (F38 + R48), it 
is unclear whether ATI was effectively eliminated. The LW cell showed a concave 
temperature profile at 30 °C ambient temperature for all insulation thicknesses (Fig. 3B). 
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Temperature profiles changed slightly with increasing insulation thickness, but their relative 
stability indicated that ATI was greatly reduced by the soil buffer. 
The SN cell showed a nearly linear temperature profile with zero insulation at 30 °C 
ambient temperature (Fig. 3C). But the temperature profile became concave with F38 and 
showed little change with further insulation. The SW column had concave, consistent 
temperature profiles across all tested insulation thicknesses (Fig. 3D). For this cell, the soil 
buffer, even without additional insulation, appeared to adequately reduce ATI to nearly 
undetectable levels. By comparison, the SN cell showed limited ATI with F38; the total 
thickness of soil buffer and insulation for this configuration is nearly equal to the thickness of 
the soil buffer alone for the SW cell. 
Radial Temperature Differences 
From comparisons with varying insulation thickness, the LW cell with F38 + R48 and 
the SW cell with F38 showed limited ATI. Radial temperature differences within these cells 
at 30 °C ambient temperature were examined as a further indicator of ATI (Fig. 4). The radial 
temperatures at the two positions within the inner columns of the cells were quite similar. 
The average temperature difference between the center and outer edge of the inner column 
was only about 0.08 °C for the LW and SW cells. Thus, these two cell configurations appear 
to approach the design goal of a one-dimensional temperature distribution for 30 °C ambient 
conditions. Radial temperature differences between the inner and outer (insulation) columns 
were also small (data not shown in Fig. 4) with a maximum difference between the center 
and outer radial temperatures of 1 °C for both the LW and SW cells. 
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Temperature Distributions with Variable Ambient Temperatures 
From the previous comparisons of insulation and radial temperature, the minimum 
effective insulation thickness for the cells was determined to be F38 + R48 for the LN and 
LW cells, F38 + R16 for the SN cell, and F38 for the SW cell. These configurations are 
compared for all tested ambient temperatures in Fig. 5.  
The temperature profile for the LN cell shifted from nearly linear at 40 °C ambient 
temperature to concave at 20 °C ambient temperature (Fig. 5A). Clearly even the maximum 
insulation thickness tested did not alleviate the effects of ATI. The SN cell showed a concave 
shape across all ambient temperatures, with only a small shift at different ambient 
temperatures (Fig. 5B). The LW cell gave a consistent shape to the temperature profile and 
showed only a small shift with changing ambient temperature (Fig. 5C).  The SW cell 
showed nearly identical temperature profiles for all ambient temperatures indicating well-
controlled ATI (5D). The mean shift in soil temperatures across the range ambient 
temperatures was 2.21 °C., 0.57 °C, 0.54 °C, and 0.25 °C, respectively, for the LN, SN, LW, 
and SW cells. Thus, the SW cell clearly provided the best performance of the four cell 
configurations tested.  The SN and LW cells were similar in effectiveness of controlling ATI, 
while the LN cell failed to effectively control ATI. 
To further verify results, a subset of experimental conditions was repeated for the LW 
and LN cells. At the conclusion of the initial experiments, the LW and LN cells were again 
subjected to ambient temperatures of 20 and 30 °C with F38 insulation. Results were 
consistent with previous measurements. The mean shift in soil temperatures between these 
ambient temperatures was < 0.5 °C for the LW cell, but was > 1.5 °C for the LN cell. These 
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results confirmed previous observations about the relative effectiveness of the LW and LN 
cells and indicated repeatability in the measured effect of ATI. 
Water Content Distributions 
At the end of the experiment, columns were disassembled and final θ distributions 
were determined. Water recovery was about 85 % for the LW and LN cells and about 95 % 
for the SW and SN cells. It is expected that most water loss occurred during cell packing or 
during end-of-experiment column sectioning; the long columns required more time for both 
packing and sectioning. The minimum water recovery was 93% with the cell design of 
Prunty and Horton (1994). 
The purpose of the two-column cell configuration is to provide insulation of the 
control soil volume using material having similar thermal properties. In order to have similar 
thermal properties, the soil in the outer column in each cell must have a similar water content 
distribution to the inner column. For each of the four cell configurations, outer and inner 
column θ at each depth were within 0.01 m3 m–3. Thus, despite small temperature differences 
between the outer and inner columns, ATI appears to have had little impact on outer and 
inner column θ distributions. 
 Because cell end temperatures were maintained for > 12 d during tests with various 
insulation thicknesses and ambient temperatures, the short column θ distributions probably 
approached steady-state.  The θ distributions in the long columns may not have reached 
steady state.  However, final θ distributions were similar between the four cells, even with 
different lengths and slightly different end temperatures (Fig. 6). The slightly more abrupt 
change in θ near the ends in the short cells (SW and SN) may be related to the longer 
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equilibration time required by the LW and LN columns. The θ distribution for all four cells 
was similar to that shown in Fig. 5A of Prunty and Horton (1994) for a sand at similar initial 
θ. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The primary objective of this study was to develop soil cells with limited ATI for use 
in experiments to monitor one-dimensional coupled heat and moisture transport phenomena. 
The new cells described herein consisted of an inner soil column surrounded by a buffer of 
the same soil material. Cell end temperatures were controlled by a spiral circulation heat 
exchanger, which provided near uniform imposed end-boundary temperatures. Several cell 
configurations were tested for the effect of ATI on steady-state temperature profiles. Results 
indicate that both the LW and SW cells (with appropriate insulation) sufficiently limit ATI to 
create a near one-dimensional temperature distribution within the control volume.  
From these experiments, it appears that cells can be expanded from the 5-cm length, 
2.5-cm diameter size described by Prunty and Horton (1994). Cells with control volumes as 
large as 10-cm length with 9-cm diameter, or even 20-cm length with 9-cm diameter, are able 
to provide approximate one-dimensional temperature distributions when a concentric 5-cm 
soil buffer is used.  These cell designs provide new opportunities for improving the study of 
coupled heat and water movement in soil.  
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Table 1. Cell configurations. Columns were constructed from schedule 40 PVC (polyvinyl 
chloride). 
  Outer column  Inner column 
Cell Length Inner diam. Wall  Inner diam. Wall 
 ----------------------------------- cm ----------------------------------- 
LW (Long Wide) 20.0 20.2 0.8  8.9 0.6 
LN (Long Narrow) 20.0 8.9 0.6  5.2 0.4 
SW (Short Wide) 10.0 20.2 0.8  8.9 0.6 
SN (Short Narrow) 10.0 8.9 0.6  5.2 0.4 
Table 2. Experimental conditions. All cells contained Hanlon sand packed at a water content 
of 0.072 m3 m–3 packed to a bulk density of 1.6 Mg m–3. Each ambient temperature condition 
was maintained for 2 d. 
 Boundary temp.   
Cell Upper Lower Ambient temp. Insulation†
 ----------------- ºC -----------------  
LW 35 15 20 F38, F38 + R48 
LW 35 15 30 F38, F38 + R48 
LW 35 15 40 F38, F38 + R48 
LN 35 15 20 F38, F38 + R48 
LN 35 15 30 F38, F38 + R48 
LN 35 15 40 F38, F38 + R48 
SW 30 15 10 F38, F38 + R16 
SW 30 15 20 F38, F38 + R16 
SW 30 15 30 F38, F38 + R16 
SW 30 15 40 F38, F38 + R16 
SN 30 15 10 F38, F38 + R16 
SN 30 15 20 F38, F38 + R16 
SN 30 15 30 F38, F38 + R16 
SN 30 15 40 F38, F38 + R16 
†Two insulation methods were used for each cell. The first method used fiberglass insulation 
3.8 cm thick (F38). The second method used F38 and Reflectix insulation 1.6 cm thick (F38 
+ R16) or Reflectix insulation 4.8 cm thick (F38 + R48). 
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the cell tested in the experiments, shown without soil, insulation, 
and thermocouples. Heat exchangers positioned at the top and bottom of the cell are identical 
except for orientation. The diagram is not drawn to scale. 
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Figure 2. Components of the heat exchanger as arranged on the top of the soil cell. Identical 
heat exchangers were placed on the top and bottom of each cell. The diagram is not drawn to 
scale. 
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Figure 3. Steady-state temperature profiles as affected by insulation thickness for 30 ºC 
ambient temperature: (A) the long, narrow cell, (B) the long, wide cell, (C) the short, narrow 
cell, and (D) the short wide cell. The insulation methods included Fiberglass insulation at 3.8 
cm (F38) and Reflectix insulation at 1.6 (R16) and 4.8 (R48) cm (Table 2). 
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Figure 4. Steady-state temperature (T) profiles at two radial positions for 30 ºC ambient 
temperature in (A) the long, wide cell with 3.8 cm of fiberglass plus 4.8 cm Reflectix and (B) 
the short, wide cell with 3.8 cm of fiberglass insulation. 
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Figure 5. Steady-state temperature (T) profiles as affected by ambient temperatures of 10 to 
40 °C: (A) the long, narrow cell with 3.8 cm fiberglass plus 4.8 cm of Reflectix, (B) the 
short, narrow cell with 3.8 cm fiberglass plus 1.6 cm of Reflectix, (C) the long, wide cells 
with 3.8 cm of fiberglass plus 4.8 cm of Reflectix, and (D) the short, wide cell with 3.8 cm of 
fiberglass insulation. 
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Figure 6. Final water content (θ) distributions within the long and wide (LW), long and 
narrow (LN), short and wide (SW), and short and narrow (SN) cells. 
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CHAPTER 3. AN IMPROVED APPROACH FOR MEASUREMENT OF COUPLED 
HEAT AND WATER TRANSFER IN SOIL CELLS 
 
A paper accepted for publication in the Soil Science Society of America Journal1
 
J. L. Heitman2, R. Horton2, T. Ren2, and T. E. Ochsner2
 
ABSTRACT 
Laboratory experiments on coupled heat and water transfer in soil have been limited in their 
measurement approaches. Inadequate temperature control creates undesired two-dimensional 
distributions of both temperature and moisture. Destructive sampling to determine soil water 
content (θ) prevents measurement of transient θ distributions and provides no direct 
information on soil thermal properties. The objectives of this work are to 1) Develop an 
instrumented closed soil cell that provides one-dimensional conditions and permits in situ 
measurement of temperature, θ, and thermal conductivity (λ) under transient boundary 
conditions, and 2) Demonstrate this cell in a series of experiments using four soil type-initial 
θ combinations and ten transient boundary conditions. Experiments were conducted using 
soil-insulated cells instrumented with thermo-time domain reflectometry (T-TDR) sensors. 
Temperature distributions measured in the experiments show non-linearity, which is 
consistent with non-uniform thermal properties provided by thermal moisture distribution but 
                                                 
1 Reprinted with permission from the Soil Science Society of America Journal. 2007 (in press).  
2 J. L. Heitman and R. Horton, Dep. Of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ. Ames, IA 50011; T. Ren, Dep. of Soil and 
Water, China Agric. Univ., Beijing, China 100094; T. E. Ochsner, USDA-ARS, Soil and Water Management 
Res. Unit, St. Paul, MN 55108. 
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differs from previous studies lacking one-dimensional temperature control. T-TDR 
measurements of θ based on dielectric permittivity, volumetric heat capacity, and change in 
volumetric heat capacity agree well with post-experiment sampling, providing r2 values of 
0.87, 0.93, and 0.95, respectively. Measurements of θ and λ are also consistent with the 
shapes of the observed temperature distributions. Techniques implemented in these 
experiments allowed observation of transient temperature, θ, and λ distributions on the same 
soil sample for ten sequentially imposed boundary conditions, including periods of rapid 
redistribution. This work demonstrates that through improved measurement techniques the 
study of heat and water transfer processes can be expanded in ways previously unavailable. 
 
Abbreviations: One-dimensional, 1-D; thermo-time domain reflectometry, T-TDR; time 
domain reflectometry, TDR; two-dimensional, 2-D. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Thermal gradients drive soil heat and water transfers. Heat and water transfer, in turn, 
create transient temperature, water content, and thermal conductivity distributions. Heat and 
water transfer is a coupled process important for unsaturated, near-surface conditions. Yet, 
our understanding of this process has been limited by a lack of thorough experimental 
testing. To date, laboratory data on temperature distributions for coupled heat and water 
transfer have been collected, but undesired two-dimensional (2-D) distributions of both 
temperature and water often occur, which limits comparison and analysis (Prunty and 
Horton, 1994). Laboratory data on soil volumetric water content (θ) has most commonly 
been obtained through destructive sampling (cf. Nassar and Horton, 1989), which prevents 
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measurement of transient conditions and precludes the possibility of applying more than one 
set of boundary conditions to a given sample. These limitations restrict testing and 
refinement of coupled heat and water transfer theory. Evaluation of the dominant transfer 
theories has been limited primarily to model calibration against steady state moisture and 
temperature distributions. Attempts at validating the calibrated model or at describing 
transient boundary conditions are sorely lacking. 
There are a few reports of in situ measurement of θ using time domain reflectometry 
(TDR) to study coupled heat and water transfer (cf. Cahill and Parlange, 1998). However, 
TDR does not provide measurement of soil thermal properties or temperature. Thus, existing 
measurement approaches lead to difficulty in interpretation of experimental results and/or 
prevent measurement of transient temperature, moisture redistribution, and thermal 
properties. Recent improvements in temperature control (Zhou et al., 2006) and in situ 
measurement of both θ and soil thermal properties (Ren et al., 2005) can overcome these 
limitations and provide new opportunities for investigation of coupled heat and moisture 
transfer in laboratory experiments. 
 Prunty and Horton (1994) recognized that laboratory experiments aimed at 1-D 
thermal and moisture redistribution were often affected by ambient temperature conditions. 
Two-dimensional distributions of both moisture and temperature result from the combined 
effect of imposed temperature conditions and ambient temperature interference. These 2-D 
conditions may provide linear or even convex (i.e., steepest temperature gradients near the 
cool end) temperature distributions between boundaries, which differ significantly from 
theoretical description and modeling efforts (e.g., Bach, 1992). When this interference is 
removed, temperature distributions typically become concave, because 1-D moisture 
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redistribution results in non-uniform thermal properties. Zhou et al. (2006) made use of this 
thermal moisture redistribution to provide 1-D temperature conditions in their experiments. 
They insulated a closed-cell control volume with a concentric layer of similar soil material. 
Allowing thermal moisture redistribution in both the control volume and the insulation 
provides a close match in thermal properties, and thereby reduces ambient temperature 
interference on the control volume. With this new column design, Zhou et al. (2006) were 
able to achieve a ratio of 1:0.02 between imposed axial and ambient radial temperature 
distributions, thus effectively providing 1-D conditions. 
 Recently developed instrumentation for in situ measurement of θ has successfully 
made use of both time domain reflectometry (Topp et al., 1980) and the heat-pulse method 
(Campbell et al., 1991). Time domain reflectometry (TDR) uses calibration of the 
relationship between soil dielectric permittivity and θ, whereas the heat-pulse method uses 
the linear relationship between soil volumetric heat capacity and θ. TDR sensors are typically 
larger than heat-pulse sensors, but building on Noborio et al. (1996), Ren et al. (1999 and 
2003a) combined both measurement techniques in a single sensor, termed a thermo-TDR 
sensor (T-TDR). The small size of T-TDR sensors makes them ideal for measurement within 
a soil cell during laboratory experiments. Their dual function provides independent, co-
located estimates of θ, as well as measurement of soil thermal conductivity (λ) via the heat-
pulse method (Bristow et al., 1994). 
Ren et al. (2005) evaluated both TDR and the heat-pulse techniques implemented 
with the T-TDR sensor for measurement of θ. They found that both techniques provided 
measurement volumes approximately representing cylinders with a radius < 1.5 cm around 
the center of the probe, thus providing fine spatial resolution. Both techniques also provided 
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accurate measurement of θ with root mean square error of 0.023 and 0.022 m3 m-3 for the 
TDR and heat-pulse techniques, respectively, over a range in θ of 0.04 to 0.30 m3 m-3. Ren et 
al. (2003b) noted that the heat-pulse technique accuracy could be improved when the heat-
pulse method was used to establish the specific heat of the solid soil component. Other 
researchers have used the heat-pulse method for determining change in volumetric water 
content (Δθ), thereby eliminating the need for estimation of soil specific heat (Bristow et al., 
1993). Basinger et al. (2003) evaluated this approach. They found that the heat-pulse 
approach for measuring Δθ provided accurate measurements (root mean square error = 0.012 
m3 m-3) for a range in Δθ of 0 to 0.35 m3 m-3. 
 Implementation of both 1-D temperature control and in situ measurement with T-
TDR sensors provides new opportunities for studying coupled heat and water transfer in the 
laboratory. It offers the opportunity to expand upon previous laboratory experiments, which 
consider only simple boundary and initial conditions. It also offers the opportunity to collect 
complete data sets for transient temperature, θ, and λ distributions, which to our knowledge 
do not currently exist. Therefore, the objectives of this work are to 1) Develop an 
instrumented soil-column that provides 1-D conditions with in situ measurement of 
temperature, θ, and λ, under transient boundary conditions, and 2) Demonstrate the utility of 
this column through a series of transient experiments. For these experiments, we consider 
two soil types and four initial moisture contents (two per soil) under a series of ten imposed 
boundary temperature conditions. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Soils Materials 
Two soil materials of differing texture were used in the experiments, sand and silt 
loam. The sand was collected from the subsurface of a Hanlon sand (Coarse-loamy, mixed, 
superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludolls) map unit delineation near Ames, IA. The silt loam 
was collected from the surface horizon of an Ida silt loam (Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, 
calcareous, mesic, Typic Udorthents) delineation near Treynor, IA. The soil samples were 
air-dried, passed through a 2-mm sieve and homogenized. Particle-size analysis was 
conducted with the pipette method (Soil Survey Staff, 1972), and organic matter content was 
determined by combustion (Table 1). Water-characteristic curves were measured for the soils 
using pressure cells (Dane and Hopmans, 2002a), pressure plate extractors (Dane and 
Hopmans, 2002b), and a WP4 DewPoint Potentiometer (Decagon Devices; Pullman, WA) in 
the matric potential ranges of > −20, −20 to −1,500, and < −1,500 kPa, respectively (Fig. 1). 
Two different initial moisture contents (θo), chosen to provide a range of conditions, 
were used for each soil in the experiments, giving a total of four soil-θ0 combinations: sand at 
θo = 0.08 and 0.18 m3 m-3 and silt loam at θo = 0.10 and 0.20 m3 m-3 (hereafter referred to as 
s-8, s-18, sil-10, and sil-20, respectively).  The soils were wetted with 0.005 M CaCl2 to 
achieve the desired θo and then packed into soil cells in 2-cm depth increments to uniform 
bulk densities of 1.6 and 1.2 Mg m-3 for the sand and silt loam, respectively. 
Soil Cells 
The soil cells were identical to the short, wide cell used by Zhou et al. (2006). The 
cell consisted of a smaller soil column (10-cm length, 8.9-cm inside diameter) surrounded by 
a larger soil column (20.2-cm inside diameter) of the same length (Fig. 2). The columns were 
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made from schedule 40 polyvinyl chloride pipe. Both soil columns were packed with 
identical soil material so that the smaller soil column served as an isolated control volume 
and the larger column served as a concentric insulation layer. An additional concentric layer 
of fiberglass pipe insulation of 3.8 cm thickness was placed around the cells during 
experiments to further limit ambient temperature effects.  
Ends of the cells were closed with spiral circulation heat exchangers, consisting of a 
spiral loop for fluid circulation and a copper heat-exchange plate enclosed in plexiglas. 
Details of the design for the heat exchangers are given in Zhou et al. (2006). Temperature at 
the heat exchangers was controlled by circulating water from water baths (Programmable 
Digital Circulator, Model 9512, PolyScience, Niles, IL). The entire assembled cells were 
placed in a temperature controlled room with room temperature set at 22 °C for the 
experiment duration. 
Instrumentation 
The T-TDR sensors were built following the design of Ren et al. (2003a). The sensors 
consist of three stainless-steel needles held at one end in an epoxy body. Each needle is 
0.0013 m in diameter and 0.04 m in length. Sensor needles are positioned in parallel with 
0.06-m spacing between adjacent needles. The outer sensor needles contain 40 gauge Type E 
(chromel-constantan) thermocouples for measuring temperature. The inner sensor needle 
contains a resistance heater (resistance = 533 Ω m-1) for producing the slight temperature 
perturbation required in the heat-pulse method. For the TDR function of the sensor, the 
center conductor of a coaxial cable (75 Ω) is soldered to the center needle and the shield of 
the cable is split and soldered to the two outer needles. 
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Each cell included seven T-TDR sensors at positions of 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0, 6.5, 7.5, and 
8.5 cm along the axis of the cell (Fig. 2). The sensors were installed on alternate sides of the 
cell through ports in the inner column wall after the column had been packed with soil. 
Installation was accomplished by pushing the needles into the soil such that the plane of the 
needles was perpendicular to the axis of the cells and only the sensor needles were within the 
soil of the inner column. After installation, the sensor leads were routed through additional 
ports in the outer column of the cells to the data acquisition system (discussed below). The 
space around the sensor leads in the installation ports was sealed with putty. The outer 
column was then packed with soil in 2-cm depth increments to match the bulk density of the 
inner column. 
The T-TDR sensors were used for three functions: temperature, heat-pulse, and TDR 
measurement. For temperature measurements, the thermocouples of the outer needles were 
connected via multiplexers (Model AM16/32; Campbell Sci.; Logan, UT) to a datalogger 
(Model CR23X, Campell Sci.). The connection between the multiplexers and the datalogger 
was made using insulated thermocouple wire (Type E, 40 gauge); the datalogger panel 
temperature was used as the reference temperature. Heat-pulse measurements made use of 
these thermocouples, but also used a heater-control relay circuit connected to the sensor 
middle needle. The heater-control relay circuit consisted of a 12-V DC power supply 
controlled by a relay with the datalogger and a 1- Ω precision resistor. Heaters were 
multiplexed with AM416 Multiplexers (Cambell Sci.). Heat-pulse measurements consisted of 
a 100-s sequence (1-s measurement interval) including 6-s background temperature 
measurement and 8-s heating (≈ 60 W m-1). Heat inputs were inferred from the measured 
voltage drop across the precision resistor. The apparent distance between the heater of each 
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sensor and the thermocouples of the outer needles was determined by calibration in 6 g L-1 
agar stabilized water (Campbell et al., 1991). Volumetric heat capacity (C, J m-1 °C-1), 
thermal diffusivity (m2 s-1), and λ (W m-1 °C -1) were calculated from the measured 
temperature response curves using the HPC code (Welch et al., 1996). The three-needle T-
TDR design provides two measurements of thermal properties per heating of each sensor. 
TDR measurements were made using a cable tester (Model 1502C, Tektronix Inc.; 
Beaverton, OR) with T-TDR sensors connected via multiplexers (Model SDMX50,  
Campbell Sci.) to a computer. Waveform analysis was accomplished with the WinTDR 
package (Or et al., 1998). The apparent length of the thermo-TDR probes (La) was 
determined following the procedure of Ren et al. (2005) using measurements in air and 
distilled water. Subsequently, the relative dielectric permittivity (Ka) from experimental 
measurements was determined according to 
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where L1 and L2 are the initial and end reflection points, respectively. 
Four soil cells were operated concurrently, thus twenty-eight T-TDR sensors were 
connected to the data acquisition system. Thermocouples in the outer needles of the T-TDR 
sensors were used to collect hourly temperature measurements. Two additional 
thermocouples were used in each cell to measure the cell end temperatures at the soil-heat 
exchanger interface. T-TDR sensors were used to collect heat-pulse and TDR measurements 
once each four hours. 
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Soil Water Content Estimation 
Three methods were used for estimation of θ from the T-TDR measurements. The 
TDR function of the sensor was used to calculate θ from Ka. We applied the Topp equation 
(Topp et al., 1980) to estimate TDR soil water content (θTDR) 
  [2] 362422TDR 103.4105.51092.2103.5θ aaa KKK
−−−− ×+×−×+×−=
We used two additional approaches to estimate θ based on the heat-pulse method. In 
the first approach, the heat-pulse water content (θHP) was calculated from C according to 
(Campbell et al., 1991) 
 ( ) wsb CcC ρ−=HPθ  [3] 
where ρb (Mg m-3) is the soil bulk density and Cw is the volumetric heat capacity of water 
(4.18 MJ m-3 °C-1). The specific heat of the solid constituents (cs, J g-1 C-1) was estimated 
from   
 oomms ccc φφ +=  [4] 
where cm and co are the specific heat of the mineral and organic components, respectively, 
and φm and φo are the mass fraction of the mineral and organic components, respectively. 
Values of 0.73 and 1.9 kJ kg-1 °C-1 were used for cm and co (Kluitenberg, 2002). 
 The second estimate from the heat-pulse method was based on the Δθ approach of 
Bristow et al. (1993). The change in water content was computed according to 
 ( ) woi CCC −=Δθ  [5] 
where the subscripts o and i refer to the initial heat-pulse reading and the ith reading taken at 
some later time, respectively. By assuming the initial condition in the experiment was a 
uniform moisture distribution, computation of Δθ and subsequent addition of θo allowed 
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calculation of an additional estimate of θ based on the heat-pulse method (θHP,Δ), which was 
independent of cs
 θΔ+θ=Δ oHP,θ  [6] 
Temperature Conditions 
 A series of one-dimensional temperature boundary conditions was imposed on the 
four cells simultaneously. The first temperature series consisted of three mean temperatures 
with three temperature gradients imposed around each mean, for a total of nine temperature 
combinations: mean temperature = 15, 22.5, and 30 °C; temperature gradient = 50, 100, and 
150 °C m-1 (warm end vertically upward). Following these temperature conditions, the 22.5 
°C mean temperature was again tested with the direction of the 100 °C m-1 gradient reversed. 
Each of these ten constant boundary temperature gradients was imposed for approximately 
96 h before moving immediately to the next temperature condition. The 96-h time period was 
chosen to achieve steady-state temperature conditions, though not necessarily steady-state 
moisture distributions. Temperature measurements collected each hour were used to test if 
this steady-state temperature condition was met. Results indicate that the average deviation in 
temperature at a given measurement position during the last 12 h of each constant boundary 
temperature condition was 0.02 °C. 
Post-Experiment Sampling 
At the experiment conclusion, soil cells were allowed to re-equilibrate for 96 h at a 
uniform imposed temperature of 22.5 °C. This step was taken prior to disassembly to avoid 
rapid water redistribution when imposed temperature gradients were removed. Final heat-
pulse and TDR measurements were collected for all cells and depths just prior to 
disassembly. Cells were then disassembled with both the inner and outer columns sectioned 
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into 1-cm depth increments. These samples were weighed, dried for 24 h at 105 °C, and re-
weighed to determine θ. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Steady-State Temperature Distributions 
Steady-state temperature distributions for gradient mean temperature = 22.5 °C and 
each soil-θo combination are shown in Fig. 3. Non-linearity, specifically concavity, in the 
temperature distributions is apparent for both the silt loam and the sand at the lower θo (Fig. 
3a and 3b). Concavity is indicative of non-uniform thermal properties within the cells (Prunty 
and Horton, 1994). This concavity increased with the temperature gradient magnitude. The 
differential in boundary temperatures drove a net water flux to the cold end which increased 
the thermal conductivity and correspondingly decreased the thermal conductivity of the 
warm end. This resulted in a steeper thermal gradient near the warm end. 
Temperature distributions for both soils at the higher θo appear nearly linear (Fig. 3c 
and 3d). However, concavity can also be observed to a lesser extent for sil-20 under the 100 
and 150 °C m-1 temperature gradients by noting that the gradient mean temperature (22.5 °C) 
is reached at a position of 4 cm along the column, which is nearer to the warm end (Fig. 3c). 
The 100 °C m-1 temperature gradient for each soil-θo combination under each of the 
three mean gradient temperatures is shown in Fig. 4. The shape of these temperature 
distributions was consistently linear for s-18 (Fig. 4d), but varied by mean temperature for 
the remaining three cells (Fig. 4a-c). In these cells concavity is most distinct at the 30 °C 
mean temperature, but the inflection point of the temperature distribution is similarly located 
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at each mean temperature. As before, this concavity indicates non-uniformity of thermal 
properties, which increased with mean temperature.  
Thermo-TDR Estimated Water Contents 
All cells were disassembled and sectioned to determine final θ. Results of this 
sampling for both the inner and outer columns of each cell indicate an average loss of < 0.01 
m3 m-3 from the initial condition. This water loss likely represents water evaporated during 
column packing and/or post experiment sampling and is consistent with, or slightly better 
than, water recovery reported in the closed cell experiments of Zhou et al. (2006) and Prunty 
and Horton (1994). 
Post-experiment sampling provided opportunity to test various methods for 
computing θ from T-TDR measurements. Each heat-pulse measurement provided two 
estimates of C, which were averaged for calculation of θHP, and θHP,Δ. Regression analyses of 
θTDR, θHP, and θHP,Δ versus gravimetric samples collected at the ends of the experiments are 
shown in Fig. 5. The regression relationships for θTDR and θHP were similar to those reported 
by Ren et al. (2005). Both methods provided RMSE ≤ 0.02 m3 m-3, but θTDR provided a 
slightly smaller slope and slightly larger intercept than those observed by Ren et al. (2005). 
One possible explanation for the overestimate for the lower θ range with TDR is the 
empirical nature of the function (Eq. [2]) used to describe the relationship between Ka and θ. 
Separating the silt loam and sand for regression resulted in similar regression slopes (≈ 0.95) 
and improved regression relationships (r2 = 0.94 and 0.97, respectively), but with distinctly 
different intercepts of -0.01 and 0.02, respectively. Maximum θ for the sand sample was ≤ 
0.20 m3 m-3, which results in a smaller slope for the pooled regression relationship. 
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For the heat-pulse method, calculation of θ from the measurements was further 
improved using θHP,Δ (Fig. 5). As mentioned previously, this approach removes the need for 
estimation of cs either from Eq. [4] (Basinger et al., 2003) or from measurement with the 
heat-pulse method (Ren et al., 2003b). The parameter cs provides offsets in calculation of θHP 
rather than bias (Basinger et al., 2003). Consequently, regression of θHP,Δ provided a slightly 
lower RMSE, a near zero intercept, and a larger r2. This approach has also been used 
successfully by others (e.g., Heitman et al., 2003; Ochsner et al., 2003), but requires 
knowledge of the initial moisture distribution, which may provide a limitation under some 
circumstances. Overall, each of the three methods produced valid estimates of θ in these 
closed columns experiments, but for the remainder of the results we report θ computed as 
θHP,Δ. 
Comparison of Moisture and Steady-State Temperature Distributions 
 Moisture redistribution provides a primary mechanism for producing non-uniformity 
of thermal properties. Evidence of non-uniformity in thermal properties was apparent from 
the steady-state temperature distributions observed at 96 h (Figs. 3-4). Therefore, θ 
distributions would be expected to be non-linear and to have transitions consistent with 
temperature distributions. Paired moisture and temperature distributions for silt loam 
(gradient = 150 °C m-1, mean = 30 °C) and sand (gradient = 150 °C m-1, mean = 15 °C) are 
shown in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. For sil-10, both temperature and moisture distributions 
show a major shift at 6-8 cm from the warm end of the cell (Fig. 6a). The moisture 
distribution shifts from uniformly low (< 0.10 m3 m-3) with an increase approaching 0.10 m3 
m-3. Similarly, the temperature distribution is approximately linear near the warm end with a 
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decrease in the magnitude of the slope occurring at 6-8 cm. The moisture distribution and 
consequently thermal properties are non-uniform near the cool end of the column. The 
impact of this non-uniformity on the temperature distribution is complicated, because heat 
transfer mechanisms beyond simple conduction are involved. Water vapor is likely moving 
toward the cold end where it condenses. Thus, there is a latent heat transfer that decreases the 
temperature gradient. 
For sil-20, temperature distribution shifts are more subtle than sil-10 (Fig. 6b), but 
can be observed as deviation from the dotted line, which represents a linear temperature 
distribution. The slope magnitude for the temperature distribution first increases near 2 cm 
and then decreases near the cell mid-point and becomes constant. Another slight slope shift 
in the temperature distribution occurs at 7-8 cm, where the magnitude of the slope further 
decreases. Changes in the moisture distribution are apparent in these same regions. A large 
change in θ (≈ 0.15 m3 m-3) occurs from 2-5 cm and then a more subtle change in θ occurs at 
7-8 cm. 
The temperature distribution for s-8 showed an inflection point at 3-4 cm, with nearly 
linear temperature distributions before and after the inflection point (Fig. 7a). A major shift 
in the shape of the moisture distribution is also apparent at 3.5 cm. Moisture content is non-
uniform along the cell, but a major shift in the slope of the moisture distribution occurs at 3.5 
cm. As mentioned previously, the full impact of moisture non-uniformity requires 
consideration of mechanisms beyond simple conduction. However, major transitions in 
moisture and temperature distributions have consistent locations. The s-18 cell shows more 
uniform thermal properties than s-8 with observed θ varying by ≤ 0.03 m3 m-3 along the cell 
(Fig. 7b); temperature distributions were also consistently linear (Figs. 3 and 4). The 
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moisture distribution observed for these conditions was similar to moisture conditions 
observed for s-18 throughout the experiments as θ varied by ≤ 0.02 m3 m-3 at a given 
measurement location. Thus, s-18 likely had little net thermal moisture redistribution. 
Thermal Conductivity Distributions 
 Consistencies in the shapes of 1-D temperature and θ distributions provide one means 
of observing coupled heat and water transfer. T-TDR sensors, however, provide further 
utility in that thermal properties can be measured directly and compared to temperature 
distributions. Soil temperature and λ distributions are shown for sil-10, sil-20, and s-8 in Fig. 
8 (corresponding to Figs. 6 and 7a). The s-18 λ distribution corresponding to Fig. 7b (data 
not shown) had a cell mean of 1.75 W m-1 °C-1 and varied < 0.15 W m-1 °C-1 from the mean 
at any measurement location, which is consistent with its near uniform θ distribution.  
For sil-10, λ increases slightly from the cell warm end to 6.5 cm and then shows a 
large increase. Inflection point location for λ is consistent with the inflection point in the 
temperature distribution. As suggested previously, the shape of the distributions for thermal 
properties should also be consistent with the θ distribution (Fig. 6a). Since the relationship 
between λ and θ is non-linear and unique to a particular soil, direct measurement provides 
further insight into the influence of λ on heat transfer and the shape of temperature 
distributions.  
Consistency among shapes of the λ, θ, and temperature distributions can also be 
observed for sil-20 and s-8 (Figs. 6b, 7a, and 8), even though heat transfer in the cells is not 
due solely to conduction. Despite the influence of θ on λ, the shapes of λ and θ distributions 
are not identical (i.e., relative increases in λ differ in magnitude from relative increases in θ). 
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Thus, the capability to directly measure thermal properties (C, λ, and thermal diffusivity) 
with T-TDR offers opportunity to extend the experimental study of mechanisms for heat 
transfer beyond what is possible with only the measurement of θ. 
Moisture Redistribution 
Moisture conditions were transient at 96 h, whereas temperature distributions 
approached steady-state. This complicates direct comparison between θ distributions 
resulting from sequentially imposed temperature boundaries for the time periods used in 
these experiments. Thus far, we have chosen to focus our comparison toward the effect of 
moisture redistribution on temperature, rather than directly comparing θ distributions. The 
effect of this thermal moisture redistribution on thermal properties is apparent directly from 
the shape of the λ distributions as well as indirectly from the non-linear steady-state 
temperature distributions. However, to illustrate the transient moisture conditions observed 
during the course of the experiments, we compare θ distributions obtained during five 
different sequentially imposed boundary conditions for sil-20 (Fig. 9).  
The θ distribution appears most uniform for the initial imposed temperature condition 
of mean = 15 °C, gradient = 50 °C m-1, but even this shows some net moisture movement 
away from the warm end of the cell. Moisture redistribution progresses noticeably for mean 
= 22.5 °C, gradient = 50 °C m-1 and continues to increase for the remaining conditions. 
Changes in the moisture distribution are more subtle between mean temperatures 22.5 and 30 
°C for the 150 °C m-1 gradient, but are still apparent by the more abrupt change in θ along the 
cell at distances < 5 cm. For reasons given above we limit extensive comparison. Net 
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moisture redistribution similarly increased over the course of the experiment for sil-10 and s-
8, but was minimal for s-18 (data not shown). 
From these experiments, there is also some opportunity to compare moisture 
redistribution for differing θo conditions and between soils. As mentioned earlier, s-18 
showed limited thermal moisture redistribution, whereas varying patterns of thermal moisture 
redistribution were observed for sil-10 (Fig. 6a), sil-20 (Fig. 6b), and s-8 (Fig. 7a.). Yet, θo 
for s-18 falls within the range of the remaining three initial moisture conditions. However, 
when viewed in terms of air-filled porosity, s-18 with 0.21 m3 m-3 air-filled porosity falls 
well below the air-filled porosity of sil-20 (0.35 m3 m-3). Air-filled porosity is important to 
vapor transport. Air-filled porosity is similar for sil-10 and s-8 (0.31 m3 m-3), yet the shapes 
of their temperature and moisture distributions differ (Figs. 3, 4, 6 and 7). These differences 
may be related to their water characteristic relationships (Fig. 1). Matric potential is much 
lower for sil-10 than s-8, thus restricting water redistribution. This suggests the coupling of 
both temperature and potential gradients in non-isothermal moisture redistribution.  
Transient Temperature, Water Content, and Thermal Conductivity Distributions 
Following the application of the first nine temperature gradients, we reversed the 
direction of the temperature gradient. Conditions were transient throughout the experiment, 
but this reversal of the temperature gradient provides a more dynamic case to illustrate 
measurement of transient temperature, θ, and λ distributions, particularly here beginning 
from a non-uniform moisture distribution. Temperature, θ, and λ distributions for sil-10 and 
s-8 at 24, 48, and 96 h after this shift are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.  
Time step comparisons show a net shift in moisture toward the cool end of the cell 
(formerly the warm end) from thermally driven moisture redistribution. Moisture 
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redistribution transfers heat and leads to changes in λ, which can be observed from the 
shifting temperature and λ distributions. The pattern in these transient distributions differs 
between sil-10 (Fig. 10) and s-8 (Fig. 11) owing to differences in the initial moisture and 
temperature distributions, air-filled porosities, water-characteristic relationships, and λ -θ 
relationships, among others, all of which are important to coupled heat and water transfer. 
The ability of the instrumented soil cell to capture these changes in short time steps and for 
the same soil sample provides a new opportunity to study dynamic heat and water transfer 
processes. Direct knowledge of temperature, θ, and λ distributions during both periods of 
transient and near steady-state conditions is possible only with in situ measurement. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 Coupled heat and moisture transfer in soil remains an important topic in need of 
experimental investigation. Our study implements new techniques for temperature control 
and in situ measurement, which overcome limitations from previous studies by providing 1-
D conditions along with direct observation of temperature, θ, and λ distributions under 
transient boundary conditions.  
Our results indicate non-linearity in temperature distributions under a variety of 
imposed temperature boundaries. This outcome differs from previous work where 
temperature control was less successfully implemented, but is consistent with non-uniform 
thermal properties resulting from moisture redistribution under 1-D conditions. Use of T-
TDR sensors provides several methods for estimating θ, all of which compare favorably with 
gravimetric measurements. These measured θ and temperature distributions demonstrate 
consistency through co-located inflection points. The effect of moisture redistribution on 
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thermal properties is further demonstrated through direct measurement of λ by T-TDR. 
Among the soil-θo conditions tested here, we observe little thermal moisture redistribution 
for sand at high initial moisture, but there are varying patterns of redistribution for the 
remaining three soil-θo combinations. Measurement of θ with T-TDR allows comparison of 
these θ distributions under a series of imposed boundary conditions for the same soil sample. 
Further, the use of T-TDR allows observation of temperature, θ, and λ distributions under 
more dynamic conditions as we demonstrate with a reversed temperature gradient.  
These experiments demonstrate new techniques for study of coupled heat and water 
transfer under temperature controlled, instrumented laboratory conditions, which extend 
previous experiments. Improved temperature control allows comparison of temperature and θ 
distributions under 1-D conditions. Implementation of T-TDR provides opportunity for direct 
observation of both θ and λ during transient and near steady-state conditions under multiple 
imposed temperature conditions on the same sample. These techniques allow improved 
investigation of mechanisms involved in coupled heat and water transfer. The successful use 
of T-TDR for in situ measurement of θ and thermal property dynamics also envisages new 
opportunities to extend work to field conditions where temperature, θ, and thermal properties 
are predominantly transient. 
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Table 1. Particle-size analysis and organic matter content. 
 Textural fractions   
 
Soil material 
sand 
(> 50 μm) 
coarse silt 
(50-20 μm) 
fine silt 
(20-2 μm) 
clay 
(< 2 μm)  
 
organic matter 
 ----------------------------------- % ----------------------------------- 
sand 91.7† 5.0 2.2 1.1  0.6 
silt loam 2.2 42.9 30.0 24.9  4.4 
†The sand fraction had 0.2, 14.7, 79.7, and 5.3 % in the size ranges 1000-500, 500-250, 250-
106, and 105-50 μm, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Water characteristic curves for the experimental soils (θ = water content). 
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Fig. 2. The closed soil cell. The diagram represents a cross-section of the closed soil drawn 
approximately to scale. 
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Fig. 3. Steady-state temperature (T) distributions at 22.5 °C gradient mean temperature. Lines 
represent temperature distributions obtained after 96-h application of imposed temperature 
gradients. 
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Fig. 4. Steady-state temperature (T) distributions for 100 °C m-1 temperature gradients. Lines 
represent temperature distributions obtained after 96-h application of imposed temperature 
gradients. 
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Fig. 5. Regression of T-TDR measured water content versus gravimetric water content (θ). a. 
TDR determined θ (θTDR), b. heat-pulse determined θ (θHP), c. heat-pulse measured θ 
corrected for initial moisture conditions (θHP,Δ). The number of points (n) included in the 
regression is indicated in each panel. 
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Fig. 6. Paired temperature (T) and water content (θ) distributions for silt loam. Plots show 
conditions after 96 h for 150 °C m-1 temperature gradient at 30 °C mean temperature. The 
dotted line represents a linear temperature distribution. 
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Fig. 7. Paired temperature (T) and water content (θ) distributions for sand. Plots show 
conditions after 96 h for 150 °C m-1 temperature gradient at 15 °C mean temperature. The 
dotted line represents a linear temperature distribution. Note that different θ ranges are 
plotted in (a) and (b). 
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Fig. 8. Paired temperature (T) and thermal conductivity (λ) distributions. Plots show 
conditions after 96 h for imposed boundary temperature conditions corresponding to Figs. 6 
and 7a. The dotted line represents a linear temperature distribution. 
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Fig. 9. Transient water content (θ) distributions. Plots show conditions for the silt loam at an 
initial θ = 0.20 m3 m-3 after 96 h for each imposed temperature condition. Temperature 
conditions are indicated by the mean temperature, temperature gradient combination. 
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Fig. 10. Temperature (T), water content (θ), and thermal conductivity (λ) distributions 
following reversal of the temperature gradient for silt loam at initial θ = 0.10 m3 m-3. The 
temperature gradient direction was reversed at time = 0 h. 
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Fig. 11. Temperature (T), water content (θ), and thermal conductivity (λ) distributions 
following reversal of the temperature gradient for sand at initial θ = 0.08 m3 m-3. The 
temperature gradient direction was reversed at time = 0 h. 
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CHAPTER 4. A TEST OF COUPLED SOIL HEAT AND WATER TRANSFER 
PREDICTION UNDER TRANSIENT BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES 
 
A paper to be submitted to the Soil Science Society of America Journal 
 
J. L. Heitman1 and R. Horton1
 
ABSTRACT 
Diffusion-based coupled soil heat and water transfer theory includes mechanisms to describe 
transient behavior. Unfortunately, laboratory tests of theory are typically conducted for a 
single water content distribution under a single boundary condition, rather than providing a 
true test of transient predictions. Agreement between theory and measurements can result 
from calibration, but this provides an incomplete test of theory. The objective of this work is 
to test diffusion-based coupled heat and water transfer theory by comparing theory-based 
predictions with measured transient temperature and water content distributions. Data from a 
single boundary condition were used for calibration of each of two soils, silt loam and sand. 
Subsequent testing was performed at additional boundary and initial conditions using 
measurements from the same soil. Results indicate that the theory can be calibrated for a 
single boundary condition with adjustment of soil saturated hydraulic conductivity and/or the 
vapor enhancement factor, which adjust the liquid and vapor fluxes, respectively. For silt 
loam, calibration reduced Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) by 67 and 18 % for water 
content and temperature distributions, respectively. For sand, RMSE was reduced by 14 and 
                                                 
1 J. L. Heitman and R. Horton, Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011. 
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46% for water content and temperature, respectively. Using this calibration, there was 
agreement between calculated and measured distributions for additional boundary and initial 
conditions with RMSE ≤ 0.03 m3m-3 and 1.28 °C for water content and temperature 
distributions, respectively. However, when the boundary temperature gradient was instantly 
reversed, noticeable differences occurred between measured and calculated patterns of heat 
and moisture redistribution. The theory did well when boundary temperature conditions were 
changed gradually, but results suggest the need for further development of coupled heat and 
water transfer theory combined with testing under transient conditions so that improvements 
can be made to the description of transfer mechanisms. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Coupling of soil heat and water transfer has long been recognized (e.g., Bouyoucos, 
1915). Thus, many studies have attempted to address coupled transfer and provide theoretical 
description of the dominant heat and water transfer mechanisms (e.g., Philip and de Vries, 
1957; Jury and Letey, 1979; Sophocleous, 1979; Milly and Eagleson, 1980; Milly, 1982; 
Nassar and Horton, 1997). Yet, field experiments under transient conditions often provide 
results much different than those predicted by theory. For example, Cahill and Parlange 
(1998) found that the prevailing diffusion-based heat and water transfer theory mis-predicted 
both the magnitude and direction of vapor fluxes in their field experiments. From these 
results, Parlange et al. (1998) suggested that additional mechanisms are required to describe 
soil heat and water transfer. 
A major limitation to improving theory has been the inability to provide experimental 
results for adequate testing. In particular, most laboratory experiments make use of 
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destructive sampling to determine soil water content distributions (e.g., Nassar and Horton, 
1989a), which prevents measurement of transient behavior on the same soil sample. This 
limits experiments to model testing and/or calibration to a single initial and/or boundary 
condition. Alternately, transient conditions in field experiments typically provide sparse data 
sets on which to draw conclusions about the accuracy of theory. Thus, there is need for 
evaluation of theory under controlled, transient conditions. 
Heitman et al. (2007) developed a closed soil column instrumented with thermo-time 
domain reflectometry sensors, which allowed measurement of transient temperature, water 
content, and thermal conductivity distributions under one-dimensional conditions. These 
measurements provide new opportunity to assess theory-based predictions of coupled heat 
and water transfer by allowing model calibration as well as testing on the same soil sample. 
Such an assessment provides a new opportunity to evaluate existing theory of coupled heat 
and water transfer in soil and to increase our understanding of how theory can be improved. 
The objective of this work is to calibrate and test model predictions from diffusion-based 
theory for coupled soil heat and water transfer (Philip and de Vries, 1957; Milly and 
Eagleson, 1980; Nassar and Horton, 1997) under multiple initial and boundary conditions. 
 
THEORY 
Much of the current theory for describing coupled soil heat and water transfers is 
rooted in the diffusion-based formulation of Philip and de Vries (1957). Building on the work 
of Philip and de Vries (1957), Milly and Eagleson (1980), and Milly (1982), Nassar and 
Horton (1989b, 1992, and 1997) developed theory to describe simultaneous heat, water, and 
solute transport in unsaturated porous media in terms of matric potential, temperature, and 
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osmotic potential gradients. Here, we use the Nassar and Horton (1997) formulation without 
inclusion of solute transport and osmotic effects. The following theory assumes (i) the soil is 
rigid and inert; (ii) hysteresis of water retention curves and transport coefficients can be 
neglected; (iii) transfer of mass and energy occurs only in the vertical dimension; (iv) the 
driving forces for water are temperature and matric pressure head gradients; (v) there is local 
thermodynamic equilibrium within the soil; and (vi) heat transfer occurs by conduction and 
by convection of latent heat and sensible heat. 
Water Flow 
Water vapor transfer can be described with Fick’s law 
 
dz
dDq vav
ρθΩ−=  [1] 
where qv is the vapor mass flow rate (kg m-2 s-1), D is the diffusion coefficient for water 
vapor in air (m2 s-1), Ω is a dimensionless tortuosity factor, θa is volumetric air content (m3 
m-3), ρv is water vapor density (kg m-3), and z is the vertical dimension (m).  
Eq. [1] can be further modified to account for the dependence of ρv on temperature T 
(K) and matric head Ψm (m). In unsaturated, nonisothermal porous media Eq. [1] can be 
formulated as 
 
dz
dD
dz
dT
T
Dq m
m
v
a
v
av
Ψ
Ψ∂
ρ∂θΩ−∂
ρ∂θΩ−=  [2] 
Changes in ρv with respect to T and Ψm are obtained from  
 msrsv hh ρ=ρ=ρ  [3] 
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where ρs is the saturated water vapor density (kg m-3), hr is the relative humidity, and hm 
represents matric pressure head effects on relative humidity. Differentiating Eq. [3] with 
respect to T and Ψm gives 
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T
h
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∂
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ρ∂  [4] 
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ρ∂  [5] 
Substituting Eqs. [4] and [5] into Eq. [2] and dividing by the pure water density ρL 
(kg m-3) gives 
 
dz
dD
dz
dTDq mmvTv
L
v Ψ−−=ρ  [6] 
where DTv (m2 s-1 K-1) and Dmv (m s-1) are the thermal and isothermal vapor diffusivities, 
respectively, 
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and η is a dimensionless parameter to account for enhancement of vapor movement in porous 
media. 
Liquid water transfer can be described by the Buckingham-Darcy Equation 
 
dz
dKq
L
L Ψ−=ρ  [7] 
where qL is the liquid mass flow rate (kg m-2 s-1), ρL is soil liquid water density (kg m-3), K is 
the hydraulic conductivity (m s-1), and Ψ is the hydraulic head (m). The hydraulic head can 
be expressed as  
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 gm Ψ+Ψ=Ψ   [8] 
where Ψg is gravity pressure head (m). Differentiation of Eq. [8] and substitution into Eq. [7] 
gives 
 kK
dz
dK
dz
dT
T
Kq mm
L
L −Ψ−∂
Ψ∂−=ρ  [9] 
where k is a unit vector, positive downward. Thermal influences on the liquid flux are 
included through temperature effects on Ψm and K. In final form, Eq. [9] can be expressed as  
 kK
dz
dK
dz
dTDq mTL
L
L −Ψ−−=ρ  [10] 
where DTL is the thermal liquid diffusivity (m2 s-1 K-1) 
 ( )TKD mTL ∂Ψ∂=  
Total water flux is the sum of vapor and liquid water fluxes, thus total water flux can 
be obtained by combining Eqs. [6] and [10] 
 ( ) ( ) kK
dz
dDK
dz
dTDDqq mmvTLTv
L
L
v
v −Ψ+−+−=ρ+ρ  [11] 
Total water content θ (m3 m-3) can be expressed as 
 a
L
v
L θρ
ρ+θ=θ  [12] 
where θL and θaρv/ρL are the volumetric water contents in the liquid and vapor phases, 
respectively. 
Using conservation of mass, the continuity equation can be expressed as 
 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
ρ+ρ⋅−∇=∂
θ∂
L
L
v
v qq
t
 [13] 
where t is time (s). Differentiation of Eq. [12] with respect to time yields 
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A general partial differential equation to describe transient water flow for unsaturated, 
nonisothermal conditions can be obtained by substitution of Eqs. [11] and [14] into Eq. [13] 
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 [15] 
where ∂θa/∂t has been replaced by –(∂θL/∂t). 
Heat Flow 
Following Milly and Eagelson (1980), Nassar and Horton (1997) describe heat flow 
in terms of conduction, latent heat, and sensible heat transfer mechanisms with temperature 
and matric pressure head gradients as driving forces for heat flow. They included several soil 
specific enthalpy sources: specific enthalpy of dry soil, latent heat of vaporization, specific 
enthalpy of water vapor, specific enthalpy of liquid water, and heat of wetting. Using this 
formulation, transient heat flow in unsaturated, nonisothermal soil can be described as 
 ( )( ⎥⎦
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Cv is the specific heat of water vapor at constant pressure (J kg-1 K-1), CL is the specific heat 
of liquid water (J kg-1 K-1), Cs is the bulk heat capacity of the soil (J m-3 K-1), To is an 
arbitrary reference temperature (K), Lo is the latent heat of vaporization evaluated at To (J kg-
1), W is the differential heat of wetting (J kg-1), and λ is the effective thermal conductivity of 
the soil including the transport of latent heat by vapor distillation due to temperature 
gradients (W m-1 K-1). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Parameter Definition for Numerical Implementation 
An implicit finite difference numerical scheme was implemented to solve Eqs. [15] 
and [16] using a backward finite difference formula for the time derivative (Nassar et al., 
1997). Application of this theory requires further definition of several parameters and their 
functional relationships. Below we describe the formulations used for D, Ω, hm, ρs, η, Ψm, Ψ, 
K, λ, and Cs. 
The vapor diffusion coefficient D was described as a function of temperature 
following Kimball et al. (1976) 
 ( ) 7515 1527310292 ..T.D −×=  [17] 
The tortuosity factor Ω was described as a function of liquid water content (Lai et al., 
1976; Milly, 1984) 
 ( ) 32Lθ−φ=Ω  [18] 
where φ is soil porosity (m3 m-3). 
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The matric head effect on relative humidity hm was described following Philip and de 
Vries (1957) 
 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Ψ=
TR
Mgh mm exp  [19] 
where g is the gravitational constant (m s-2), M is the molecular weight of water (kg mol-1), 
and R is the gas constant (J mol-1 K-1). 
The saturated water vapor density ρs (g m-3) was described as (Kimball et al., 1976) 
 ( )T..s 949758419exp −=ρ  [20] 
The vapor enhancement factor η was described as a function of soil water content 
(Cass et al., 1984; Campbell, 1985; Nassar and Horton, 1992)  
 ( ) ( )[ ] ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ θαρ+−−ζ−ξθ+ζ=η γLL 1exp1  [21] 
where ζ = 8, ξ = 6, and γ = 4 are fitting parameters taken from Campbell (1985); ρ is the 
particle density and α is the soil clay fraction. 
The temperature effect on the surface tension of water can be used to describe the 
relationship between Ψm and T (Philip and de Vries, 1957). The relationship was defined here 
as (Milly, 1984) 
 ( ) ( )[ ]oom TTT −β−Ψ=Ψ exp  [22] 
where Ψ(To) is the matric pressure head at reference temperature To and β = 2.09×10-3 K-1 
(Nassar and Horton, 1997) is the surface tension-temperature dependent coefficient. 
The soil water retention curve (Ψ vs. θL) was described using (Campbell, 1974) 
 ( ) bsLe −θθΨ=Ψ  [23] 
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where Ψe (m) and b (dimensionless) are fitting parameters obtained by regression from 
measured retention curve data and θs is the saturated volumetric water content (m3 m-3). Soil 
hydraulic conductivity at reference temperature KTo was described using (Brooks and Corey, 
1966; Campbell, 1974) 
 ( ) 32 +θθ= bsLsTo KK  [24] 
where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (m s-1). Temperature dependence of the 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K was included using the dynamic viscosity of liquid 
water μ (m2 s-1) following Bear and Nir (1991) 
 ( )( )T
TKK oTo μ
μ=  [25] 
Soil thermal properties are generally functions of soil particle size distribution, soil 
water content, soil bulk density, and soil constituents. Here, we described soil volumetric 
heat capacity Cs as (de Vries, 1963; Kluitenberg, 2002) 
 ( ) LLLavvmmoobs CCCCC θρ+θρ+φφρ=  [26] 
where ρb is the soil bulk density (g m-3), Co and Cm are the specific heats of the mineral and 
organic fractions (J g-1 K-1), respectively, and φo and φm are the organic and mineral mass 
fractions, respectively. Soil thermal conductivity λ was described as (Chung and Horton, 
1987) 
  [27] 50321
.
LL bbb θ+θ+=λ
where b1, b2, and b3 are fitting parameters. 
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Soil Characterization 
Two soils, Hanlon sand and Ida silt loam, were used for measurements and 
calculations. Heitman et al. (2007) provided physical characterization for these soils (Table 
1). Water retention curve data obtained by Heitman et al. (2007) were supplemented with 
additional dry-end water retention data obtained by vapor equilibration (Scanlon et al., 2002). 
The water retention data are shown in Fig. 1. Parameters for Eq. [23] were obtained by 
regression with the measured data (Table 2). Soil saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks (Eq. 
[24], Table 2) was measured using a constant-head approach similar to Booltink and Bouma 
(2002). 
Soil thermal properties for each soil, Cs and λ, were measured for a range of water 
contents using the heat-pulse method (Bristow, 2002). Volumetric heat capacity Cs 
measurements agreed well with predictions determined from Eq. [26]. Soil thermal 
conductivity λ was described by fitting Eq. [27] to the data to obtain b1, b2, and b3 for each 
soil (Fig. 2, Table 2). Note that values for parameter b1 are negative for both soils, which 
implies λ < 0 for very dry soil. An inferior fit was achieved when b1 was restricted. Values 
for the parameters in Eq. [27] (as included here) are applicable only to conditions where θL > 
air dry water content (0.01 m3 m-3 for sand and 0.05 m3 m-3 for silt loam). Water contents 
approaching the limit to this restriction were not encountered for the conditions tested. 
Initial and Boundary Conditions 
Initial and boundary conditions used in the calculations followed the experimental 
conditions described by Heitman et al. (2007). They used vertical, 10-cm length, 10-cm 
diameter closed soil cells, insulated by a concentric layer of soil to provide one-dimensional 
conditions. Two uniform initial water contents were used for each of the two soils: sand at θL 
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= 0.08 and 0.18 m3 m-3 and silt loam at θL = 0.10 and 0.20 m3 m-3. Nine boundary 
temperature gradients were imposed sequentially for 96 h each; designated by mean 
temperature (°C)/temperature gradient (°C m-1), these were 15/50, 15/100, 15/150, 22.5/50, 
22.5/100, 22.5/150, 30/50, 30/100, and 30/150. Following application of these nine boundary 
conditions, the direction of the temperature gradient was reversed (22.5/-100) for an 
additional 96 h. Calculations were performed beginning from the same initial conditions and 
using the same sequential application of boundary conditions for comparison to the measured 
data. Water transfer boundary conditions were designated as zero flux boundaries and 
temperature boundary conditions corresponded to the specified temperature values used by 
Heitman et al. (2007). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Model Calibration 
The parameterized model was used to calculate θL and T distributions for the 
sequential application of boundary conditions performed by Heitman et al. (2007). 
Calculated and measured θL and T distributions after 96 h for silt loam with initial θL = 0.20 
m3 m-3 are shown in Fig. 3. For mean T = 22.5 °C, temperature gradient = 50 °C m-1, 
calculated and measured θL have similar shapes (Fig. 3A). However, measured θL shows a 
more gradual increase near the middle of the cell and shows indication of further increase in 
θL near the cool end of the cell. The smoothing of the measured distribution near mid-cell 
may be an artifact of spatial averaging from sensor measurements (Ren et al. 2005). Still, 
measured T distributions show the same trend toward a linear distribution (Fig. 3B). This 
provides evidence of a more gradual change in soil thermal properties and θL than is 
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suggested by the calculated distributions (Heitman et al., 2007). Nassar and Horton (1989a) 
observed a similar measured distribution for the Ida silt loam soil with a similar initial 
condition. Distributions at 100 °C m-1 gradient also indicate differences between measured 
and calculated values (Fig. 3A). 
Theory describes the moisture distribution as resulting from the combined influences 
of vapor and liquid water fluxes (Eq. [15]). For these conditions with constant boundary 
temperatures, the temperature gradient produces a net vapor flux toward the cool boundary. 
The decrease in water potential near the warm boundary drives a net liquid flux toward the 
warm boundary. Transfer coefficients for the liquid water and vapor fluxes, corresponding to 
the silt loam soil, are shown in Fig. 4. Coefficients K and DTL increase by orders of 
magnitude with increasing θL. Both have shape derived from the hydraulic conductivity-
water content relationship, which is defined through Ks and b in Eq. [24]. Although the actual 
hydraulic conductivity-water content relationship is unknown, its magnitude influences the 
magnitude of the calculated liquid fluxes. An overestimate of K provides smoothing of the θL 
distribution near the cool end of the cell as water readily redistributes toward the warm end 
under the water potential gradient. Because conditions in the soil cells are unsaturated, 
measured Ks may not be ideal for scaling K. 
Coefficients Dmv and DTv first increase and then decrease within a single order of 
magnitude with increasing θL. The maximum value for Dmv occurs at θL ≈ 0.10 m3 m-3 (Fig. 
4C), which is below the range of water contents where the primary disparity occurs between 
calculated and measured distributions (Fig. 3A). Coefficient DTv has its maximum value at θL 
≈ 0.20 m3 m-3 (Fig. 4D), which is in the range of θL transition near mid-cell (Fig. 3A). The 
shape of DTv has water content dependence from the same parameters (Ω and θa) included in 
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calculation of Dmv. However, it also includes further water content dependence from the 
vapor enhancement factor η. The parameter η is intended to describe enhancement of vapor 
transfer across water-filled pore space (Philip and de Vries, 1957), but it has received limited 
experimental investigation and its formulation is not well defined (Cass et al., 1984). From 
Eq. [21], η has a sigmoidal shape (Fig. 5). This sigmoidal shape has the effect of increasing 
thermal vapor diffusivities with increasing θL. This increase in calculated thermal vapor flux 
may be significant at water content transitions occurring near mid-cell (Fig. 3A). 
Because Ks and η scale the liquid and thermal vapor fluxes, respectively, they provide 
a means to adjust the net fluxes in either direction and thereby match the measured 
distributions. Here we adjusted Ks and η without attempting to redefine theoretical 
relationships. We first considered adjustment of liquid fluxes through Ks. We first reduced Ks 
by one order of magnitude (Fig. 6). The reduction of Ks resulted in a more pronounced 
change in θL near the warm end of the cell that more closely matched the measured values 
(Fig. 6A). This adjustment reduced Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for calculated versus 
measured θL from 0.039 to 0.022 m3 m-3. However, this did not improve agreement with the 
measured T distribution (RMSE increased from 0.71 to 0.90 °C), which indicated a more 
gradual change in soil thermal properties (Fig. 6B). Further reduction of Ks did not improve 
the match between measured and calculated values. 
We also considered adjustment of the thermal vapor flux via changes to η. The 
magnitude of η was adjusted through the parameter ζ (Fig. 5). Setting the parameter ζ = 4 
gave a reduced thermal vapor flux with increasing water content. This adjustment resulted in 
RMSE = 0.021 m3 m-3 and 0.55 °C for θL and T, respectively. Here, calculated values more 
closely matched measured θL values near the warm end of the cell, but did not provide 
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satisfactory agreement with measured values near the cool end of the cell (Fig. 6A). 
Therefore, we also considered a combined adjustment to both Ks and η. This adjustment (Ks 
= 3.3 cm d-1, ζ = 4) provided better agreement between measured and calculated values for θL 
(Fig. 6A, RMSE = 0.013 m3 m-3), though it still gave a more abrupt T change along the cell 
than indicated by measurement (Fig. 6B, RMSE = 0.58 °C). The combined adjustment had 
the effect of decreasing liquid fluxes as well as the thermal vapor flux, while having little 
effect on the isothermal vapor flux. Hereafter, we refer to this adjustment as the calibrated 
calculation for the silt loam. 
A similar procedure was used to calibrate the model based on conditions for the sand 
with initial θL = 0.08 m3 m-3 at the 22.5 °C mean temperature and 100 °C m-1 gradient (Fig. 
7). The calculated θL distribution is similar to the measured distribution near the cool end of 
the cell, but calculated values are lower than measured values near the warm end of the cell 
(Fig. 7A). The measured distribution also showed more gradual transition along the cell both 
for θL (Fig. 7A) and T (Fig. 7B). Adjustment of Ks provided no significant improvement, 
which was not surprising given the low range of water contents and that there was already 
reasonable agreement near the cool end of the cell. Alternately, adjustment of η via ζ did 
provide improvement. Reduction of ζ to 4 gave a slightly more gradual transition to the 
calculated θL distribution near midcell (Fig. 7A) and provided a more linear T distribution, 
matching the measured values (Fig. 7B). With this adjustment, RMSE decreased from 0.058 
to 0.049 m3 m-3 for θL and from 1.20 to 0.60 °C for T. Further reduction of ζ, or changes to 
both Ks and ζ provided no additional improvement. We do note that the water retention 
relationship as defined by Eq. [23] did not provide a close fit to the shape of the measured 
water retention data (Fig. 1). This may limit the calculation, particularly in the low water 
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content range, and be responsible for the under-prediction and more abrupt transition in θL 
near the warm cell end. Thus, hereafter we refer to calculation with ζ = 4 as the calibrated 
calculation for the sand. 
Comparison at Differing Boundary and Initial Conditions 
Adjustment of fluxes may allow matching of a particular condition without correctly 
describing mechanistic behavior. In other words, adjustment of parameters to match a single 
boundary condition does not necessarily indicate uniqueness of fit or usefulness of the theory 
to describe additional soil conditions. Thus, calibration of the theory for a single boundary 
condition provides little indication of the theory’s usefulness for prediction. In order to 
further test the theory, we used the calibrated model to determine distributions at additional 
boundary conditions for comparison to measurements. Measured and calibrated calculated 
values for silt loam (initial θL = 0.20 m3 m-3) at 15/50 and 22.5/150 mean temperature (°C)/ 
temperature gradient (°C m-1) combinations are shown in Fig. 8. While there is some slight 
disparity between measured and calculated θL distributions for 15/50 (RMSE = 0.019 m3 m-
3), distributions are similar for 22.5/150 (Fig. 8A, RMSE = 0.011 m3 m-3). For T, RMSE 
increased with the magnitude of the gradient from 0.18 to 0.91 °C, but T distributions for 
both gradients have shapes consistent with measured values (Fig. 8B). Thus, with both 
temperature gradients and mean temperatures differing from that used for calibration (i.e., 
different boundary conditions), calculated distributions appear consistent with measurement. 
Measured and calibrated calculated distributions for sand (initial θL = 0.08 m3 m-3) at 
15/50 and 22.5/150 mean temperature (°C)/ temperature gradient (°C m-1) combinations are 
shown in Fig. 9. The calculated distribution at 15/50 indicates net water redistribution 
occurring only at the cell ends, which is not identifiable from measurement (Fig. 9A, RMSE 
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= 0.012 m3 m-3), but T distributions are consistently linear (Fig. 9B, RMSE = 0.14 °C). 
Measured conditions at the larger gradient indicate more gradual transitions along the column 
for both θL and T, but distributions are similar with RMSE = 0.023 m3 m-3 and 1.28 °C for θL 
and T, respectively. Similar agreement was observed for the remaining boundary conditions 
in the sequence (data not shown). 
If the calibrated theory accurately represents coupled heat and water transfer 
mechanisms for a given soil, it would be expected that theory could also accurately predict θL 
and T distributions at independent initial conditions. Data obtained by Heitman et al. (2007) 
for the silt loam at initial θL = 0.10 m3 m-3 were used as a test on the calibration of the silt 
loam (Fig. 10). Calculated values, both uncalibrated and with calibration based on the 0.20 
m3 m-3 initial condition, provide the same general shape as the measured values for θL at the 
50 °C m-1 gradient (Fig. 10A, RMSE = 0.012 and 0.014 m3 m-3 for uncalibrated and 
calibrated, respectively). The uncalibrated calculation indicates a larger change in θL near the 
cool end of the cell owing to increased thermal vapor flux. At the 150 °C m-1 gradient, 
measured values show more non-linearity near the cool end of the cell, and likewise, both 
calculated distributions also show increased liquid water accumulation near the cool end, but 
with different relative increases (Fig. 10B). Values for uncalibrated and calibrated RMSE are 
similar at 0.015 and 0.017 m3 m-3, respectively, which provides no clear indication of 
superiority between the two. As mentioned previously, some uncertainty exists about the 
spatial averaging represented by the measured values. Thus, it is difficult to thoroughly 
assess the level of agreement between calculated and actual θL distributions. Calibrated and 
uncalibrated temperature distributions at both temperature gradients also show reasonable 
agreement to measured values, and thus provide little additional insight (Figs. 10C-D). No 
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additional calibration was attempted for the dry silt loam. Overall, agreement between theory 
and measurement was considered adequate. 
Data collected by Heitman et al. (2007) for sand at an additional initial condition (θL 
= 0.18 m3 m-3) indicated little net water redistribution and linear temperature distributions 
under all tested boundary conditions. This provides some limit to testing here, but this 
condition was also considered for the sequential application of boundary conditions using the 
calibrated calculation for sand (Fig. 11). For the 50 °C m-1 gradient, both measured and 
calibrated calculated θL and T distributions are consistently linear (RMSE = 0.009 m3 m-3 and 
0.07 °C, respectively). For the 150 °C m-1 gradient, the calculated distribution shows a sharp 
decline in θL near the warm end of the cell (Fig. 11A). Because this decline occurs near the 
end of the cell, no measurement is available for comparison. Along the remainder of the cell 
both measured and calculated θL distributions are consistent with RMSE = 0.016 m3 m-3. 
Both measured and calculated T distributions are also consistently linear (Fig. 11B, RMSE = 
0.43 °C), providing indication that the calculated θL distribution and associated water-content 
dependent thermal properties are reasonable. 
Heat and Water Redistribution 
The calibration of the model and the testing of sequential boundary conditions 
provides insight about the theory’s applicability over a range of conditions, but does not 
provide a rigorous test of transient prediction. To provide such a test, we use data obtained by 
Heitman et al. (2007) when the direction of the temperature gradient was reversed following 
the sequential application of the first nine boundary temperature gradients. The measured 
distribution at time = 0 h (just prior to the reversal of the temperature gradient) was used as 
the initial condition for calculation. For the calculated initial condition, water contents at the 
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end of the cell were estimated based on mass balance. The measured and calibrated 
calculated distributions for the silt loam soil with average (i.e., initial) θL = 0.20 m3 m-3 are 
shown in Fig. 12.  Here, conditions begin from a non-uniform θL and the change in 
temperature gradient is extreme (from 150 °C m-1 to -100 °C m-1). Comparison between the 
calculated and measured distributions indicates very different behavior. The measured 
distributions indicate a decrease in θL near the warm end of the cell, somewhat consistent 
with calculated distributions through the first 48 h (Fig. 12A and B). However, at 96 h, the 
measured distribution indicates a much larger decrease in θL than does the calculated 
distribution. At about 4 cm along the cell, the measured values indicate a progressive 
increase in θL, whereas the calculated distributions indicate a decline in θL. Temperature 
distributions are somewhat consistent through 48 h (Fig. 12C and D). At 96 h the measured T 
becomes linear at midcell, while the calculated distribution still indicates inflection near 
midcell consistent with the calculated θL distribution. 
The disparity between the measured and calculated values, particularly at 96 h, 
suggests that the theory may be incorrectly assessing the dominant mechanisms for water 
redistribution. The rapid redistribution of water from the warm end of the cell toward the 
cool end indicated by measurement suggests that the water fluxes are significant. This 
finding does not agree with the earlier findings during calibration when fluxes were reduced 
via reductions of Ks and η. Nassar et al. (1992) found that, for a sandy loam soil, 
multiplication of the isothermal liquid diffusivity by a factor of four was required to match 
prediction to measurement. However, in our case, a similar redistribution pattern was 
obtained from calculation with the uncalibrated model (i.e., with DmL larger by a factor of 
ten), though in this case θL was more uniform near the warm end of the cell (data not shown). 
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Conditions after the reversal of the boundary temperature gradient are shown for silt 
loam with average θL = 0.10 m3 m-3 in Fig. 13. Here, although calculated θL distributions are 
steeper near the warm end of the cell than are the measured values, the redistribution patterns 
are similar (Fig. 13A and B). Water content declines rapidly at the warm end of the cell and 
increases somewhat uniformly from the cool end of the cell to 6 cm. Both measured and 
calculated T distributions are curvilinear, but with slightly different inflection points (Fig. 
13C and D). For this initial condition, with a lower θ and consequently low K, it is reasonable 
to assume that vapor fluxes are the dominant mechanism for transfer. Thus, here the shape 
and magnitude of K are less important to water transfer and the reduction in η appears to 
provide an acceptable match to the data. 
Conditions after the reversal of the boundary temperature gradient are shown for sand 
with average θL = 0.08 m3 m-3 in Fig. 14. The measured distributions show pronounced 
declines in θL near the warm end of the cell with increases in θL near mid-cell (Fig. 14A and 
B). The decline near the warm end is much less pronounced for the calculated distributions 
and calculated increases in θL occur near the cool end of the cell. These calculated and 
measured redistribution patterns for sand closely mirror those for the moist silt loam, 
showing similar discrepancy. Again, the pronounced measured decline in θL indicates a large 
flux away from the warm end of the cell.  
Although the average θL for the dry sand more closely matches the dry silt loam, the 
air-filled porosity θa is similar between the dry sand (0.32 m3 m-3) and the moist silt loam 
(0.35 m3 m-3). Because θa influences vapor fluxes, this might suggest that the similar error in 
calculation for these conditions is related to the magnitude of vapor fluxes. Yet, theory 
provides a more reasonable match to measurement for the dry silt loam when vapor fluxes 
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are dominant. This suggests that error in the magnitude of vapor fluxes may be relative to 
liquid fluxes or water content dependent.  
We also note that the theory used herein neglects hysteresis in the water retention 
relationships. In the case of the first nine temperature gradients, including the gradient used 
for calibration, wetting/drying progresses at each end of the cell with the increasing 
temperature gradient. When the temperature gradient is reversed, net water movement is in 
the opposite direction and the wetting/drying history differs. Including hysteresis in the 
calculations may provide some improvement in prediction for this drastic change in boundary 
conditions. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Diffusion-based theory owing roots to Philip and de Vries (1957) has long been used 
to describe soil coupled heat and water transfer. Discrepancies between measurements and 
theory point to the need for more careful evaluation of theory. Here, we used data obtained 
from laboratory experiments with transient boundary conditions in an attempt to both 
calibrate and test calculation of coupled heat and water transfer. Simple calibration for a 
single boundary and initial condition through adjustment of Ks and η provided a reasonable 
match for transient boundary conditions with gradual changes and at additional initial 
conditions. The model predictions were less similar to measured values when boundary 
conditions changed drastically (i.e., reversal of the temperature gradient), particularly for 
conditions with relatively low air-filled porosities. While the reversal of the boundary 
temperature gradient represents a stiff test of the theory and such a drastic change is unusual 
for natural field conditions, differences between measured and calculated values during these 
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conditions indicate the need for further evaluation of theory. Using controlled experiments 
under transient conditions as a test of theory is important to isolate mechanisms involved in 
coupled heat and water transfer. Such work, focusing on redistribution rather than just 
distributions for a particular condition, is needed so that theory can be further developed to 
better describe transient field conditions. 
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Table 1. Particle-size analysis, organic matter content, and bulk density (ρb) for the soils used 
in the experiment. 
 Textural fractions    
Soil sand (> 50 μm) 
silt 
(50-2 μm) 
clay 
(< 2 μm)  
 
organic matter 
 
ρb
 ----------------------------------- % ----------------------------------- Mg m-3
sand† 91.7† 7.2 1.1  0.6 1.6 
silt loam‡ 2.2 72.9 24.9  4.4 1.2 
† Hanlon sand (Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludolls) 
‡ Ida silt loam (Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic, Typic Udorthents) 
 
 
Table 2. Soil hydraulic (Ψe, b, θs, and Ks) and thermal conductivity (b1, b2, and b3) 
parameters. 
 Hydraulic parameters  Thermal conductivity parameters 
Soil Ψe b θs Ks  b1 b2 b3
 cm  m3 m-3 cm d-1     
sand 3 3.38 0.396 84.8  –0.394 –5.11 7.23 
silt loam 13 6.53 0.547 33.3  –0.952 –4.31 6.00 
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Fig. 1. Soil water pressure head (Ψ) versus volumetric water content (θL). Fitted lines were 
obtained from Eq. [22] with parameters provided in Table 2. 
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Fig. 2. Soil thermal conductivity (λ) versus volumetric water content (θL). Fitted lines were 
obtained from Eq. [25] with parameters provided in Table 2. 
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Fig. 3. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for the silt loam soil with initial θL = 0.20 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h for two 
mean temperature (°C)/temperature gradient (°C m-1) combinations as indicated in the 
legend. 
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Fig. 4. Hydraulic conductivity (K), thermal liquid diffusivity (DTL), isothermal vapor 
diffusivity (Dmv), and thermal vapor diffusivity (DTv) as a function of soil liquid water content 
(θL). Values represent the silt loam soil at 20 °C reference temperature. 
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Fig. 5. The thermal enhancement factor (η) as a function of soil water content (θL) for the silt 
loam soil. The fitting parameter ζ (Eq. [21]) was used for adjustment in calibration of the 
model. 
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Fig. 6. Liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions for model calibration with 
silt loam at initial θL = 0.20 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h at 22.5 °C mean 
temperature with 100 °C m-1 temperature gradient. Calibration was accomplished through 
adjustment of saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) and the thermal enhancement factor (η) 
as indicated in the legend. 
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Fig. 7. Liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions for model calibration with 
sand at initial θL = 0.08 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h at 22.5 °C mean 
temperature with 100 °C m-1 temperature gradient. Calibration was accomplished through 
adjustment of the thermal enhancement factor with the fitting parameter ζ as indicated in the 
legend. 
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Fig. 8. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for silt loam with initial θL = 0.20 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h for two mean 
temperature (°C)/temperature gradient (°C m-1) combinations as indicated in the legend. 
Calculated values were adjusted through calibration described in the text. 
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Fig. 9. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for sand with initial θL = 0.08 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h for two mean 
temperature (°C)/temperature gradient (°C m-1) combinations as indicated in the legend. 
Calculated values were adjusted through calibration described in the text. 
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Fig. 10. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for silt loam with initial θL = 0.10 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h for 22.5 °C 
mean temperature. Temperature gradients are indicated in each panel. Calibration was based 
on measurements at initial θL = 0.20 m3 m-3. 
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Fig. 11. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for sand with initial θL = 0.18 m3 m-3. Distributions are shown after 96 h for 22.5 °C mean 
temperature with gradients indicated in the legend. Temperature gradients are indicated in 
each panel. Calibration was based on measurements at initial θL = 0.08 m3 m-3. 
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Fig. 12. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for silt loam (average θL = 0.20 m3 m-3) following reversal of the temperature gradient (from 
150 °C m-1 to -100 °C m-1). Time elapsed following reversal of the temperature gradient is 
indicated by the legend. 
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Fig. 13. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for silt loam (average θL = 0.10 m3 m-3) following reversal of the temperature gradient (from 
150 °C m-1 to -100 °C m-1). Time elapsed following reversal of the temperature gradient is 
indicated by the legend. 
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Fig. 14. Measured and calculated liquid water content (θL) and temperature (T) distributions 
for sand (average θL = 0.08 m3 m-3) following reversal of the temperature gradient (from 150 
°C m-1 to -100 °C m-1). Time elapsed following reversal of the temperature gradient is 
indicated by the legend. 
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CHAPTER 5. A MEASUREMENT-BASED HEAT BALANCE FOR DETERMINING 
IN SITU SOIL-WATER EVAPORATION 
 
A paper to be submitted to the Soil Science Society of America Journal 
 
J. L. Heitman1, T. J. Sauer1, R. Horton1, and T. M. DeSutter1
 
ABSTRACT 
Land-atmosphere water exchange is shaped by evaporative processes occurring within the 
upper centimeters of the soil. Yet, inability to measure soil water evaporation in situ has 
limited description of soil evaporative processes in the surface energy balance. Recent 
improvements for fine-scale measurement of soil thermal properties provide new opportunity 
to address this shortcoming. In these experiments we used three-needle heat-pulse sensors to 
monitor soil heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and temperature from 3 mm to 69 mm 
below a bare soil surface during natural wetting/drying cycles. From these data we calculated 
soil heat flux and changes in heat storage to obtain a balance of soil sensible heat 
components. The residual from this calculation (i.e., the net heat flux minus the change in 
heat storage) was attributed to latent heat from water evaporation, and thus, provides an 
estimate of in situ water evaporation. Results reveal shifting inter-diurnal and diurnal 
evaporation patterns. The evaporation zone proceeded below 3 mm in the profile within 2-3 d 
of rainfall events, and thereafter a diffuse evaporation zone continued to extend deeper into 
                                                 
1 J. L. Heitman and R. Horton, Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011; T. J. Sauer, USDA-ARS 
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the soil with drying. Peak evaporation rates as high as 0.42 mm h-1 were observed near 
midday, with evaporation declining by late afternoon. Negative evaporation rates were 
sometimes observed below the primary evaporation zone, which we attributed to water 
redistribution and/or condensation. Daily heat-balance evaporation estimates taken ≥3 d after 
rainfall compare well with microlysimeters, providing root mean square error of 0.11 mm d-1 
and r2 = 0.90. Further work is needed to extend the approach to the upper 3 mm of the soil 
and to explore further coupling of heat and water processes below the evaporation zone. 
 
Abbreviations: DOY, day of year; HP, heat-pulse; IRT, infrared radiometric temperature; 
ML, microlysimeter 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Soil-water evaporation is a critical component of both the surface energy balance and 
the hydrologic cycle. Near-surface soil processes couple heat and water transfers between 
land and atmosphere (Berge, 1990). Following soil surface wetting by rainfall or irrigation, 
surface water evaporation meets atmospheric demand. As the soil surface dries, the surface 
evaporation rate decreases, because evaporation becomes limited by the ability of the soil to 
transmit water upward. At first water moves upward as liquid, but as the soil dries its 
hydraulic conductivity becomes so small that liquid flow diminishes and vapor diffusion 
upward becomes the dominant mechanism. In essence, as the soil continues to dry, an 
“evaporation front” penetrates more deeply into the soil and a zone of evaporation develops 
in the subsurface. In addition to these inter-diurnal variations, evaporation also varies 
diurnally. The soil surface cools during the night, and the resulting upward thermal gradient 
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transfers heat to the surface from the relatively warm subsoil. If the surface temperature 
drops to the dew-point temperature, water vapor condenses at the cooled soil surface, 
liberating more heat. During the night soil water moves upward, rewetting surface soil that 
dried the previous day. In the morning, solar radiation warms the soil surface and the thermal 
gradient shifts direction. Liquid water near the soil surface vaporizes and is transported into 
the atmosphere, taking large quantities of heat with it. Water vapor is also driven by the 
thermal gradient from the surface to the cooler soil below, where condensation can occur 
simultaneously with evaporation in the warmer soil above.  
Despite the importance of soil processes, the surface energy balance is typically 
described with water evaporation occurring only at the land surface, rather than by 
accounting for the latent heat sink from water evaporation beneath the soil surface (Mayocchi 
and Bristow, 1995). The current mistreatment of the surface energy balance is an artifact of a 
historical lack of appropriate measurement techniques. Above-ground techniques such as 
eddy-covariance (McInnes and Heilman, 2005) or Bowen ratio (Fritschen and Fritschen, 
2005) provide useful approaches to estimate evapotranspiration. However, the inability to 
quantify near-surface soil processes has long prevented an accurate assessment of near-
surface soil water evaporation and heat balance (Kondo et al., 1990; de Silans et al., 1997; 
Yamanaka and Yonetani., 1999). Instead, the conductive component of the soil heat flux is 
measured below the soil surface and a correction is made for the change in sensible heat 
storage above the flux measurement (Fuchs and Tanner, 1968; Massman, 1993). Latent heat 
is then accounted for at the plane of the soil surface despite the moving depth of the 
evaporation front below the soil surface (de Vries and Philip, 1986).  
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As an alternative, it has been proposed that a balance of conductive soil heat flux and 
change in heat storage would allow tracking of the subsurface evaporation front (Gardner and 
Hanks, 1966). Instrumentation to obtain the required fine-scale measurements of soil 
properties has only recently become available. Heat-pulse sensors allow fine-scale, co-
located measurement of soil thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and temperature, thereby 
providing a means to simultaneously determine soil heat flux (Ochsner et al., 2006) and 
changes in soil heat storage (Ochsner et al., 2007). There now exists the opportunity to make 
the necessary near-surface in situ soil measurements, allowing consideration of the impact of 
soil heat transfer mechanisms beyond simple conduction. Further, these measurements 
provide an opportunity for observation of the depth of the evaporation front within the soil as 
well as the temporal patterns of in situ evaporation and condensation. Such an approach 
offers broad potential utility because it is measurement-driven and does not require 
determination of coupled heat and water transfer coefficients (e.g., Nassar and Horton, 1997; 
Cahill and Parlange, 1998) or characterization of soil-specific hydraulic properties (e.g., 
Mahrt and Pan, 1984; Wetzel and Chang, 1987). 
 The objective of this study is to test a measurement-based approach for determining 
in situ soil water evaporation. Heat-pulse sensors installed under a bare soil surface measure 
sensible components of the soil heat balance during multiple natural wetting/drying cycles. 
Soil water evaporation is determined from the balance of the sensible components. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Soil Heat Balance 
 Evaporation of soil water represents a large heat sink. We account for this latent heat 
with a balance of sensible heat terms following Gardner and Hanks (1966) 
 ( ) LESHH =Δ−− 10  [1] 
where H0 and H1 are soil heat fluxes (W m-2) at depths 0 and 1, respectively, ΔS (W m-2) is 
the change in soil heat storage between depths 0 and 1, L (J m-3) is the latent heat of 
vaporization, and E is evaporation (m s-1). Using measurements of soil thermal conductivity 
(λ, W m−1 °C−1) and the temperature gradient (dT/dz, °C, m−1), values for H can be 
determined from Fourier’s Law (c.f. Ochsner et al., 2006). Ochsner et al. (2007) provide 
several approximations for determining ΔS from measured temperature (T, °C) and soil 
volumetric heat capacity (C, J m−3 °C−1). In this study, we use 
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where z (m) is depth and the subscripts i and j are index variables for depth layers and time 
steps, respectively. 
 The residual from the sensible heat balance provided by the left side of Eq. [1] is 
attributed to LE, which cannot be measured directly. Values for L can be calculated from 
(Forsythe, 1964) 
   [3] mT..L
69 10247210494632 ×−×=
where Tm (°C) corresponds to the mean temperature for a given depth layer and time step. 
Having values for H, ΔS, and L it is possible to calculate E from Eq. [1]. 
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Site Description 
 Experiments were conducted for 45 d from late July to early September 2005 to test 
the soil heat balance approach for estimating evaporation. The study site is located in central 
Iowa approximately 10 km south of Ames (41° 58´ N, 93° 41´ W). The climate for this 
region is classified as Dfa (severe winter, no dry season, hot summer) according to the 
Koeppen system. The soil in the study area is Canisteo silty clay loam (Fine-loamy, mixed, 
superactive, calcareous, mesic Typic Endoaquolls), which has nearly level slope and poor 
natural drainage. The study area is serviced by tile drainage and had been maintained in a 
conventional corn (Zea mays L./soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) rotation prior to initiation 
of the study.  
A 10 m × 10 m area was selected for study and cleared of all vegetation and surface 
residue. The area to be instrumented was then carefully leveled to within 5 mm using hand 
tools. Permanent 30-cm long depth markers were driven into the soil at several locations 
within the study area to provide indication of any local changes to the position of the soil 
surface over the duration of the experiments. 
Soil Heat Balance Measurements and Calculation 
Three-needle heat-pulse (HP) sensors identical to those described by Ren et al. (2001) 
were used in the experiments. The sensors consisted of three stainless steel needles (1.3-mm 
diameter, 4-cm length) fixed in parallel from an epoxy body, with adjacent needles spaced ≈ 
6-mm apart. Each needle contained a 40-guage Type E (chromel-constantan) thermocouple 
for measuring T. The central needle also contained a resistance heater for producing the 
slight heat input required for the HP method. The HP sensors were calibrated in agar 
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stabilized water (6 g L-1) both pre- and post-deployment to determine apparent needle 
spacing (Campbell et al., 1991). 
The HP sensors were installed via a 10 cm deep trench. The trench face was carefully 
leveled and the sensors were installed by pushing the needles into undisturbed soil. A small 
frame positioned on the trench face was used to ensure that the needles were installed parallel 
to the soil surface. The plane formed by the three needles of each sensor was oriented 
perpendicular to the soil surface (Fig. 1). The sensors were installed at 10 depths beginning 
immediately below the soil surface with the central needles of the ten sensors positioned at 6, 
11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36, 46, 56, and 66 mm. 
After installation, the sensor lead wires were routed through the trench and the trench 
was carefully backfilled. The sensors were connected to a data acquisition system on the soil 
surface, which consisted of a datalogger (model CR23X, Campbell Sci., Logan, Utah), a 
thermocouple multiplexer (model AM16/32, Campbell Sci.) and a heater multiplexer (model 
AM416, Campbell Sci.), all housed in a weatherproof enclosure. Power was supplied by a 12 
V battery and supplemented with a solar panel. All 10 sensor heaters were controlled and 
measured with a single heater control relay circuit consisting of a relay and 1-Ω precision 
resistor. 
HP measurements were collected each 4 h for the duration of the study. The HP 
sequence for each sensor consisted of 30 s background temperature measurement (0.5 s 
measurement interval), 8 s heating of the central needle (≈ 30 J heat input), and measurement 
of the temperature response at the outer sensor needles for an additional 100 s. Soil 
volumetric heat capacity C and thermal diffusivity were determined from the heat input and 
temperature response following the procedures described by Knight and Kluitenberg (2004) 
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and Bristow et al. (1994), respectively. The temperature response was corrected for ambient 
drift using the T measurements collected prior to HP initiation (Ochsner et al., 2006). Soil 
thermal conductivity λ was computed as the product of the thermal diffusivity and C. 
Thermocouples in each sensor needle were also used to record ambient soil T each 30 min (5-
min average).  
The sensor arrangement provided measurements of T, λ, and C from 3 to 72 mm (Fig. 
1). Using these data, evaporation was estimated from Eq. [1] for each 1-h interval and for 
each ~ 6 mm depth increment (corresponding to calculation of Eq. [1] for each individual 
sensor) from 3 to 69 mm below the soil surface (Fig. 2). Hourly values for thermal properties 
were determined from time-weighted averaging of measurements collected each 4-hr. Values 
for dT/dz were computed from the T difference between adjacent needles on a given sensor 
divided by the calibrated distance between the needles; dT/dz was assigned to the mid-point 
depth between the needles. A single value for λ from the sensor was then multiplied with the 
respective dT/dz to compute H0 and H1 for each sensor. The change in heat storage ΔS (Eq. 
[2]) was computed from the 1-hr T change at the middle needle of each sensor and measured 
C; ΔS was assumed to represent the depth increment between H0 and H1. An example 
calculation is shown in Table 1. 
Additional Instrumentation and Measurements 
 Additional estimates of soil water evaporation were obtained with microlysimeters 
(Evett et al., 1995). The microlysimeters (MLs) were constructed from 7.5 cm ID, white 
polyvinyl chloride pipe, cut to 10-cm length and milled so that the wall thickness was 3 mm. 
The MLs were installed with a drop hammer in the area surrounding the instrument nest and 
not used until several natural wetting/drying cycles had occurred post-installation. For 
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measurements, the MLs were carefully excavated, sealed at the lower end with thin plastic, 
weighed in the field with a portable balance, and replaced in the soil.  Evaporation estimates 
were determined from the change in mass upon reweighing at 24 h. At least eight replicate 
MLs were collected on each day of measurement; microlysimeters were discarded after one 
use. Soil volumetric water content in the upper 6 cm of the soil profile was also measured 
periodically with a Theta Probe (ML2, Delta-T Devices, Houston, TX). Water content was 
determined from a sensor-response calibration developed at the field site in a previous study 
(Kaleita et al., 2005).  
 Soil surface T was measured with two high precision infrared radiometric temperature 
(IRT) sensors (15° field of view; IRTS-P, Apogee Instruments, Inc., Logan, UT) 1.5-m above 
the soil surface, which were corrected for body temperature following Bugbee et al. (1998). 
Net radiation at the soil surface was measured with a net radiometer (Mini Net Radiometer, 
Middleton and Co. Pty., Ltd., Melbourne, Australia.) 50 cm above the soil surface. The IRT 
sensors and net radiometer were connected to a datalogger (model 21X, Campbell Sci.) and 
used to record 30-min averages. Rainfall and air temperature (2-m height) were measured 
adjacent to the site. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Temporal Conditions 
 The 45-d measurement period provided a range of evaporative conditions. Net 
radiation (Rn) varied around rainfall events, but maximum daily values typically approached 
500 W m-2 (Fig. 3a). Mean daily maximum and minimum air T for the measurement period 
were 29.7 and 14.3 °C, respectively (data not shown). Rainfall occurred on 10 d with five 
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composite wetting/drying cycles (Fig. 3b). The longest rain-free period during measurement 
was 12 d. Periodic measurement of soil volumetric water content in the upper 6 cm of the soil 
indicated a range in water content from 0.32 to 0.19 m3 m-3 with rapid decreases from 
drainage and/or evaporation occurring within 2-3 d of rainfall events. Soil surface T ranged 
between 55 and 10 °C, while 6-cm soil temperature ranged between 41 and 16 °C (Fig. 3c). 
Mean soil T was lowest during moist conditions, but T increased in daily mean and amplitude 
between rainfall events. 
 Soil thermal properties near the surface were also influenced by wetting/drying 
cycles. Fig. 4 shows depth-integrated λ and C from all HP sensors (3 to 72 mm). Both λ and 
C increase following rainfall events and decrease with subsequent drying. However, C 
decreases more dramatically immediately following each event, while decreases in λ tend to 
be slightly more gradual. Though both thermal properties are affected by changes in 
moisture, C is more linearly related to the volume fraction of water (cf. de Vries, 1963) and 
thereby changes more rapidly with water drainage following rainfall events; λ is less affected 
by the initial water loss. Changes in C are less pronounced 2-3 d after rainfall events when 
significant liquid water redistribution is limited by soil hydraulic properties. 
It is also notable that both thermal properties show evidence of diurnal cycling (Fig. 
4). The time scale of thermal property measurements (each 4 h) prevents close examination 
of diurnal patterns, but thermal properties generally decreased from mid-morning through 
afternoon and increased from late evening through early morning. This is consistent with 
diurnal cycling in near-surface soil water content observed by others (Rose, 1968; Jackson, 
1978). The observed diurnal variation was typically <8% of the daily mean value for both λ 
and C. 
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Soil Drying and Convergence in the Soil Heat Flux 
 The increase in soil surface T in the days after rainfall events (Fig. 3c) coincides with 
soil drying and the resulting decrease in C (Fig. 4). Variations in drying near the surface can 
be further examined through changes in C with time and depth. Fig. 5a shows C at 3, 8, 13, 
and 63 mm (corresponding to sensors centered at 6, 11, 16, and 66 mm, respectively) for an 
8-d period following a rainfall event on day of year (DOY) 212. At each of these depths, C 
shows an initial increase to >2.2 MJ m-3 °C-1 immediately following the rainfall event. 
Thereafter, C begins to decrease from the surface downward. A temporary increase in C at 3 
mm occurs from a very light rainfall event (<1 mm) on DOY 214, but thereafter the decrease 
continues with values eventually approaching 1.2 MJ m-3 °C-1 by DOY 220. Taking the 
volumetric heat capacity of water as 4.18 MJ m-3 °C-1, this corresponds to a decrease in water 
content ≈ 0.24 m3 m-3. The decrease in C at the 8 mm depth is slightly less, but with a similar 
temporal pattern. At 13 mm, the decrease in C initially follows closely with the 3 and 8 mm 
depths, but the rate of decrease slows by about DOY 215. Note that there is also a flattening 
to the decline in C at 63 mm on about DOY 215, which is indicative of more constant water 
content. Further decreases in C, which are more pronounced nearer to the surface, likely 
coincide with water loss from soil-limited evaporation (Idso et al., 1974) and the formation of 
a dry surface layer (Yamanaka and Yonetani, 1999).  
Subsurface drying and warming of the soil also gives rise to shifting dT/dz (Fig. 5b). 
As the surface begins to warm following the rainfall event (Fig. 3c), dT/dz is similar from 3 
to 63 mm until about DOY 215 (Fig. 5b). Thereafter, the amplitude of dT/dz at 3 mm begins 
to increase and becomes near constant by DOY 217. The amplitudes of dT/dz at 8 and 13 mm 
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also subsequently increase as the soil dries. The amplitude of dT/dz at 8 mm finally 
approaches the amplitude at 3 mm by DOY 219, approximately 7 d after the rainfall event.  
Drying near the soil surface also produces temporal changes in λ with depth (Fig. 5c). 
As with C, values shown in Fig. 5c represent λ taken from sensors centered at 6, 11, 16, and 
66 mm, respectively. While, the three shallowest sensors provide some overlap in their 
measurement interval, the pattern near the surface is still apparent. As the soil dries, λ 
decreases from the surface extending downward. Observed λ values indicate that the drying 
front likely extends beyond the 11 mm depth, with λ becoming uniformly low above this 
depth. 
 Increasing subsurface T and decreasing thermal properties (both λ and C) during 
drying are obviously connected and this connection is manifest in the soil heat flux (Fig. 5d). 
Similar to the pattern in dT/dz, the amplitude of the soil heat flux at 3 mm first begins to 
increase on DOY 215. Thereafter, the amplitudes at 8 and then 11 subsequently begin to 
increase. Heat fluxes at 3, 8 and 11 mm finally converge with similar amplitude by DOY 
219. This convergence in the heat flux is significant as it indicates limited heat sink between 
convergent depths (Gardner and Hanks, 1966). In other words, heat passing into a soil layer 
is nearly equal to heat passing out of the soil layer. Conversely, divergence in the soil heat 
flux suggests the presence of a heat sink (i.e., ΔS and/or LE) in the layer where the 
divergence occurs. 
The change in soil heat storage ΔS is affected by changes in C. Yet, we observed 
similar ΔS for subsurface depth increments from the time immediately after rainfall 
throughout drying (Fig. 6), despite changes in C with time and depth (Fig. 5a). Further, the 
magnitude of ΔS for these 6 mm depth increments (< 20 W m-2) is small relative to the heat 
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sink suggested by divergence of the soil heat flux (> 200 W m-2). Of more significance 
however, is the heat sink associated with LE. Though there is evaporation near the surface 
beginning immediately after the rainfall event, Stage I evaporation (Lemon, 1956), it likely 
occurs above the 3 mm soil depth. Thus, heat fluxes are similar with depth from 3 mm 
downward immediately after rainfall. But as evaporation proceeds below 3 mm by DOY 215, 
the heat flux at 3 mm diverges from heat flux below. As evaporation continues to proceed 
downward and the near-surface soil dries, heat fluxes at 3 and 8 mm converge, indicating 
evaporation below 8 mm. This ‘dry’ evaporation zone extending below 8 mm is consistent 
with the pattern in soil drying suggested from observed C (Fig. 5a). 
Temporal Patterns in Evaporation 
 The information revealed by examining the temporal pattern in soil heat flux with 
depth suggests that Eq. [1] offers a means to calculate E. Fig. 7 shows the results of this 
calculation for DOY 212-220. Beginning immediately after the rainfall event on DOY 212, 
measurements indicate E slightly less than 0 mm h-1, particularly in the 3 to 9 mm depth 
increment. On DOY 215, 3 d after the rainfall event, the 3 to 9 mm depth increment shifts 
toward E > 0 with peak values occurring at or near midday, while the remaining subsurface 
increments continue to show E slightly less than 0 mm h-1. By DOY 217, E is predominantly 
> 0 in the 8 to 14 mm depth increment with peak values similar to those in the 3 to 9 mm 
increment, but occurring approximately 2 h later. Thereafter, E declines in the 3 to 9 mm 
depth increment and begins to increase in the 13 to 19 mm increment. 
 The net negative E occurring from 3 to 9 mm in the 3 d after the rainfall event may be 
somewhat surprising, because this period would be expected to provide the highest E from 
the recent rainfall event. However, the heat balance does not include evaporation above the 3 
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mm soil depth, where early-stage evaporation would be expected to occur. Instead, the net 
negative E below 3 mm may be due to water redistribution (i.e, upward water flux) and/or 
condensation. While the presence of water distribution in this layer in the days immediately 
following rainfall cannot be discounted, condensation (i.e., E < 0) in this layer is also a likely 
explanation. With evaporation above the 3 mm soil depth, water vapor moves out of the soil 
but may also move deeper into the soil profile through diffusion (Grifoll et al., 2005). Given 
that conditions are cooler below 3 mm, some condensation of this water vapor will occur. A 
similar pattern can be observed as the evaporation zone proceeds to 3 to 9 mm. Condensation 
occurs below 9 mm at about the same time as peak evaporation above 9 mm until the 
evaporation zone proceeds downward to the 8 to 14 mm and, eventually, the 13 to 19 mm 
depth increments. 
 The shifting evaporation patterns observed in Fig. 7 also suggest that evaporation 
does not occur at a single depth, but rather occurs over a diffuse zone. Particularly, the results 
indicate evaporation occurring from 3 to 19 mm 7 d after the rainfall event, which includes 
non-overlapping sensor depth-intervals. These results indicate that evaporation does not 
completely cease above even as the evaporation zone proceeds downward, which is 
consistent with the conceptual model of Yamanaka and Yonetani (1999). The continued 
decline in C observed for the 3 to 9 mm depth increment (Fig. 5a) throughout this period also 
provides further evidence that the soil continues to dry in this layer even as significant 
evaporation occurs deeper in the soil profile. 
 Similar patterns were observed for each wetting/drying cycle throughout the 45-d 
measurement period, but with slightly different peak values depending on the depth of 
rainfall. Overall, the peak observed E was 0.42, 0.31, 0.20, and 0.12 mm h-1 for the 3 to 9, 8 
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to 14, 13 to 19, and 18 to 24 mm depth increments, respectively. For the remaining deeper 
depth increments, maximum observed absolute values for E were < 0.05 mm h-1.  
Comparison of Daily Evaporation Estimates 
A difficulty with assessing the accuracy of the calculation demonstrated above is that 
there are few if any means available for temporal comparison of fine-scale soil water 
evaporation. To obtain daily evaporation estimates, we take a 24-h sum of the hourly values 
from Eq. [1] for each depth increment. An example of this daily summation is shown in Fig. 
8, which corresponds to the time period in Figs. 5-7 (DOY 213 to 220). Beginning after 
rainfall on DOY 212, the uppermost depth increment (3 to 9 mm) shows net evaporation < 0 
for the first 2 d. Thereafter, net evaporation occurs in increasing amount until 6 d after the 
rainfall event. Net evaporation begins in the 8 to 14 mm depth increment 4 d after rainfall 
with increasing amount on the subsequent days. Net evaporation does not occur in the 13 to 
19 mm depth increment until 7 d after rainfall.  
Immediately below the depth increment(s) where significant net evaporation occurs, 
we typically observe negative net evaporation (Fig. 8). Assuming net evaporation in the 
upper 3 mm immediately after rainfall, this pattern persists throughout the drying event. As 
described previously, we attribute this to condensation of water vapor moving deeper into the 
relatively cooler soil profile from the evaporation zone above. If the heat balance of Eq. [1] 
holds for all cases, we would expect to eventually observe a depth where there was negligible 
net evaporation/condensation. As shown in Fig. 7, this criterion was not strictly met. Instead 
we calculated a small amount of condensation and/or evaporation occurring below the 
primary condensation zone. We expect that these data from lower depths may reflect 
violation of Eq. [1], which excludes heat moving with liquid water redistribution. Note that 
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this non-zero heat-balance occurs several mm below the dry zone (Fig. 5a) where soil 
hydraulic conductivity is likely still relatively high and permissive of liquid water 
redistribution. Thorough assessment would require a fully coupled heat and water transfer 
approach including additional assumptions. 
In order to obtain a direct comparison for heat-balance estimates of daily soil water 
evaporation, we used MLs. We collected ML data on 11 d between DOY 228 and 249, which 
encompassed a range of moisture conditions. ML estimates of E ranged from 5.26 to 0.57 
mm d-1 with an average daily coefficient of variation of 20%. These ML values represent 
total water evaporation from the profile, rather than evaporation from a specific depth 
increment. Thus, comparison to the heat balance requires summation of multiple depth 
increments.  
As described above, a non-zero heat balance in lower measured depth increments 
creates some uncertainty about which depths are appropriate to include in this summation. 
We assumed that net evaporation from the soil could be represented by summing evaporation 
from the soil surface downward to the lowest depth showing net evaporation, plus net 
condensation in the depth increment immediately below. As would be expected from Fig. 8, 
estimates of net soil water evaporation from the heat balance were negative in the first day 
after rainfall – our measurements do not capture evaporation occurring in the upper 3 mm of 
the profile, and heat-balance estimates of evaporation on day 2 after rainfall were near zero. 
The heat-balance approach was useful for determining soil water evaporation beginning on 
day 3 after rainfall.  
We compare the remaining data, nine measurements occurring ≥ 3 d after rainfall, to 
ML estimates of evaporation in Fig. 9. The relationship between the two estimates of 
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evaporation, one by heat balance and one by water mass balance, was statistically significant 
by F-Test (p = 0.0001). Scatter about the 1:1 line increases with increasing net evaporation, 
but the regression relationship was strong (r2 = 0.90). The two highest net daily evaporation 
amounts shown in Fig. 9 both occurred on day 3 after rainfall (following rainfall events on 
DOY 225 and 238). Here, heat-balance estimates tended toward slight underestimation, 
which is not surprising since some net evaporation may still be occurring above 3 mm. 
Limitations to the Heat-balance Approach 
 Throughout discussion of the results, several limitations are apparent. First, Eq. [1] 
considers only a relatively simple near-surface soil heat balance, yet coupled heat and water 
movement is a dominant feature of the near-surface soil environment. Without considering 
full coupling of the processes, the partial influence of water content variation is included in 
Eq. [1] through measurement of temporal changes in soil thermal properties with depth 
during drying. However, liquid and vapor movement, and the associated heat transfer, are not 
included and are more difficult to measure directly. This influence of convection on the soil 
heat balance provides uncertainty and should be addressed further. Because of limitations for 
direct measurement and quantification, this would likely require use of a coupled heat and 
water transfer model. 
 Second, the measurement depth intervals used here limit assessment of evaporation 
above 3 mm in the soil profile. This is likely the primary location of the evaporation zone 
during first-stage evaporation following rainfall. Thus, if determining net soil water 
evaporation is the objective, the approach must be refined to obtain measurements at shallow 
depths as it will be limited for several days after each rainfall event. It may be reasonable to 
assume that the near-surface thermal property measurements can be extended to describe this 
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zone. But there still remains difficulty in determining dT/dz at the soil surface, which is 
necessary to determine the surface heat flux. Even if IRTs can be assumed to provide 
measurement of surface T, an additional measure of T at a known shallow distance from the 
surface is required. This type of data has remained elusive in soil heat flux measurement 
methodology (Sauer and Horton, 2005). An alternative approach would be to model surface 
dT/dz, but this typically requires a priori assumptions about sensible and latent heat transfer. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
In these experiments, we tested a measurement-driven soil heat balance for 
determining in situ soil-water evaporation. The use of HP sensors allowed direct observation 
of time and depth variation in C, λ, T, and dT/dz. Further, the HP sensors also allowed 
calculation of dynamic evaporation as a function of time and depth, which has rarely been 
possible from measurement. Our measurements indicate diurnal and temporal shifting in the 
subsurface evaporation zone, with the evaporation zone extending as deep as 2-3 cm several 
days after rainfall. 
Several items should be explored further. Our soil heat-balance does not describe 
fully coupled heat and water transfer. This leads to some uncertainty in soil depths below the 
drying front where significant water redistribution occurs. The approach also may be limited 
in capturing evaporation occurring in the upper few millimeters of the soil, which is 
important with an objective of determining net evaporation from the soil. Despite these 
limitations, results show promise where methods have been sorely lacking for observing in 
situ soil water evaporation. 
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Table 1. Example soil heat balance calculation (Eq. [1]) for estimation of evaporation. Values 
are taken from measurements with a single sensor installed at the 16 mm depth for a 1 h time 
interval (1400 CST) on day of year 231. Variables are depth (z), temperature (T), thermal 
conductivity (λ), heat capacity (C), temperature gradient (dT/dz), heat flux (H), change in 
heat storage (ΔS), latent heat of vaporization (L), and evaporation (E). 
depth 
index z Ti, j-1
† Ti, j λ C dT/dz‡ H ΔS§ L§ E§
 mm --- °C --- W m
−1 
°C−1
MJ m−3 
°C−1 °C m
−1 W m-2 W m-2 MJ m
-
3
mm h-
1
1 9.76 47.218 45.203        
 12.88     −254 267    
2 16 45.463 43.784 1.05 1.73   −4.9 2394 0.15 
 19.21     −165 173    
3 22.41 44.258 42.871        
†Subscripts i and j refer to depth and time, respectively; the interval j-1 to j is 1 h.  
‡Computed based on the average temperatures for the 1-h interval. 
§ Values are assumed to represent the depth interval from 12.88 to 19.21 mm. 
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Figure. 1. Heat-pulse sensor arrangement. Ten sensors were installed in the upper 7.2 cm of 
the soil profile. 
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Figure. 2. Data arrangement for heat balance (Eq. [1]) calculation. Symbols denote thermal 
conductivity (λ), volumetric heat capacity (C), temperature (T), temperature gradient (dT/dz), 
soil heat flux (H0 and H1), and change in heat storage (ΔS).  
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Figure. 3. Temporal conditions during the 45-d measurement period: (a) Net radiation (Rn), 
(b) rainfall and volumetric water content (VWC), and (c) soil temperature (T). 
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Figure. 4. Temporal patterns in soil thermal conductivity (λ) and volumetric heat capacity 
(C) for the 3 to 72 mm depth increment. 
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Figure. 5. Soil thermal properties and heat flux following rainfall: (a) Soil volumetric heat 
capacity (C), (b) soil temperature gradients (dT/dz), (c) soil thermal conductivity (λ), and (d) 
soil heat flux. 
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Figure. 6. Change is soil heat storage (ΔS) following rainfall. 
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Fig. 7. Temporal patterns in soil water evaporation. 
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Fig. 8. Daily evaporation following rainfall. Day 1 after rainfall corresponds to day of year 
213. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of heat-balance and microlysimeter estimates of daily evaporation. 
Results were obtained ≥ 3 d after rainfall events. Heat-balance estimates include only 
evaporation occurring below 3 mm in the soil profile. 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The over-arching objective for this dissertation was to develop measurement 
approaches that elucidate soil heat and water transfer processes. With this purpose, Chapters 
2 and 3 discussed laboratory techniques for measurement of coupled heat and water transfer. 
Chapter 4 used these laboratory techniques to provide a test of coupled heat and water 
transfer theory using measurements obtained under transient conditions. Finally, Chapter 5 
considered a measurement-based heat balance to determine the timing and depth of soil water 
evaporation in the dynamic field setting. The general conclusions that follow are tied to the 
hypotheses of the various dissertation chapters. 
 The hypothesis of Chapter 2 was that the ambient temperature interference could be 
limited by insulating the measurement control volume with identical soil material. Tests with 
various cell configurations reveal that this approach does reduce ambient temperature 
interference. With the new cell design, imposed axial to ambient radial temperature gradients 
were 1:0.02. These cells allow improved comparison of coupled water content and 
temperature distributions and can be utilized in laboratory experiments to strengthen 
understanding of coupled heat and water transfer. 
The hypothesis of Chapter 3 was that transient temperature, water content, and 
thermal conductivity would demonstrate internally consistent one-dimensional distributions 
from the influence of coupled heat and water transfer. Thermo-TDR sensors offered a new 
opportunity for measurement and comparison of these distributions using multiple boundary 
conditions for the same volume of soil. From these transient distributions, co-located 
transitions of soil temperature, water content, and thermal conductivity were observed. These 
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measurements highlight the dynamic, coupled nature of soil heat and water transfer, which 
has rarely been observed from direct measurement. 
The hypothesis of Chapter 4 was that calibrated, diffusion-based heat and water 
transfer theory could accurately predict transient water content and temperature distributions. 
Transient measurements of soil temperature and water content were used to test the 
hypothesis. Calibrated theory provided reasonable prediction of transient temperature and 
water content distributions when boundary conditions were changed gradually. However, 
theory did not fully capture transient behavior when boundary temperature conditions were 
changed drastically, as with the reversal of a relatively large (150 °C m-1) temperature 
gradient. This work supports the need for further development and testing of coupled heat 
and water transfer theory. 
The hypothesis of Chapter 5 was that a soil heat balance approach could be used to 
calculate the quantity of heat partitioned to the vaporization of soil water. Measurements of 
transient soil temperature and thermal properties were used to test the hypothesis. The heat 
balance approach demonstrated the dynamic evaporation zone within the upper few 
centimeters of the soil. Using independent estimates of evaporation, comparison revealed that 
the heat balance approach accurately determined the latent heat flux associated with the 
vaporization of soil water. This work demonstrates new capabilities for measurement of 
dynamic soil heat and water processes using improved techniques and provides a new picture 
of in situ soil water evaporation. 
Future Research 
 Clearly, improved measurements can lead to an improved understanding of soil 
coupled heat and water processes. Measurements provide an opportunity to refine theory and 
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test mechanisms used to describe coupled heat and water transfer. This testing is needed in 
order to capture the dynamic nature of the surface soil environment. In the laboratory, 
experiments should be specifically designed to include transient coupled heat and water 
transfer processes. Laboratory results from a single boundary or initial condition are not 
sufficient to test heat and water transfer mechanisms. Future work must stretch beyond 
experiments designed with poor temperature control and only steady-state conditions. 
Instead, work should compare liquid and vapor transport by isolating transfer mechanisms 
under dynamic conditions. Manipulation of the soil system’s liquid and gas transfer 
properties (i.e., independently limiting liquid and vapor transfer) may be necessary so that 
transfer mechanisms can be separated and understanding can be improved. Adjustments to 
understanding should be made by carefully examining each component mechanism, rather by 
complete rejection or adoption of existing theory. 
The complex, heterogeneous nature of the field soil environment provides unique 
limits for the application of theory with each new setting and each new question. 
Measurement is required to adapt understanding to specific situations and to answer specific 
questions. Field soil measurement techniques should be developed and applied so that 
models need not be built without soil influences or from laboratory data alone. Specifically, 
further work is needed to extend instrumentation to more complex field environments and to 
include more complete information about both water (liquid and vapor) and heat transfer 
within the upper centimeters of the soil. Improved measurements will better capture the 
temporal and multi-dimensional patterns in soil temperature and moisture regimes that 
influence land-atmosphere water and energy exchange.  
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